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OUR REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 

Fellow Irisarians: 

What on earth is wrong with us, that we do not stop at once 
and for all time, the utterly misinformed folk who condencend
ingly say "to be sure the irises are wonderful flowers, but they 
bloom for only two or three weeks then are :finished for a year?" 

They simply do no such thing. I know of no other flower, 
including roses and hems (which I also grow) that gives such a 
long bloom season as do the irises. I am by no means an au
thority on all the irises, but read along with me as I write to 
you from my own experience in my own garden. 

I. Reticulata starts the show for me in late March or at the 
latest early April. These are the "netted" bulbous iris about the 
size of a robin's egg. Once planted they last many years. They 
are inexpensive to buy, costing about 60 cents per dozen retail. 
Plant in the fall and forget them, except to keep weeded. I. Reti
culata Djit, that I grow, blooms at 6 to 8" high, is a rich purple 
and is intensely fragrant. 

Before the reticula.tas are gone the dwarf bearded are in their 
hey-day and in the warming sun are a riotous blanket of color. 
I very often go out and sit in the grass beside them to visit and 
draw unto myself the sureness of spring, and the sheer audicity 
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of a flower that knows it is small, but that is determined to cheer 
the soul of man in its own inimitable way. 

Before the dwarfs are finished the medians spring open and 
seem to say "see me, see me too !"-and I do. I see them. I see 
them and smilingly reckon them as a younger teenager not to be 
outdone by the antics of the smaller children. Still they sadden 
me at times, for these are the ones we should be cultivating and 
improving if we are to use our bearded iris as cut flowers. Too 
many hybridizers and growers neglect them. Too many of us 
who grow so many other irises also neglect them. 

Then comes the rainbow blaze that is the tall bearded. As 
a matter of fact they start to bloom along .with the medians -
for me about May 8. Then day after day after day more and 
more and more until suddenly, about May 25, the garden is truly 
a rainbow of color. These are the irises the uninformed speak 
of when they say they last for such a short time. Even this I 
deny, for generally I have them in bloom from about May 8 
through the very last of June-nearly two full months. 

Before the tall bearded are finished the Dutch iris are hold
ing forth and are having their day in the galaxy of beauty. These 
are the bulbous iris formerly produced in the Netherlands (they 
still are) that are now being grown by the millions on the west 
coast. These, too, are relatively cheap, costing but a very few 
dollars per hundred. I plant mine in late September along with 
the reticulatas and give them the same treatment. The vixens 

· perplex me with their nonconformity, for while they generally 
follow the tall bearded they sometimes precede them. These, in
cidentally, are the florists iris that are so much used in cut flower 
arrangements. 

This year, for the first time, I have the Siberians. I do not 
know what they will do for me here in the Kanawha Valley, 
though in other sections they seem to have been a bit later than 
the tall bearded. I am hopeful they are for me. 

When the Dutch are gone there are the J aps in the lower 
border that seem to declare, "I'll show them!" ·then burst into 
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dinner plate size blooms as though doing their level best to show 
what size can do. But alas, the falls promptly fl.op downward as 
though completely worn out with the great energy required to 
produce such a huge blossom. I love them, but hybridizer, hy
bridizer-I'll go hungry for a year to be able to buy just. Orie 
clone of one variety that will give me the large blooms without 
"flopping." 

It is August. Walking back from a visit with the nearly 
gone J aps I suddenly stop, rooted to the spot, for there is a re
blooming tall bearded with a bloomstalk a foot high I had not 
noticed previously. A hurried search reveals no others. But I 
know that on the morrow there may be, for the bloomstalks de
velop and bloom much quicker in summer than in spring. These 
continue to bloom until a killing frost. A light frost seems to do 
no harm, though I very frankly admit I often cover them with 
bushelbaskets in an effort to continue the beauty as long as I can. 

I've another nonconformity, for out under the Belgian Rho
dodendron I. Cristata happily spends its life. Whether it wants 
me to visit it each day or whether it doesn't know when to bloom 
or is just being coy I do not know. Whatever it is it blooms 
when it pleases, and no man knows the month or the day or the 
hour. It was a gift from Paul Soulsby. He and I found it grow
ing wild in Kentucky on a fishing trip and each brought home a 
"start." Mine died. His lived and he generously brought me part 
of it. 

These are the iris in my life. There are many others that I 
do not grow. No doubt I will be trying many of them in the 
years that are to be. Generally I can show you an iris (in fact 
many) in bloom from late March until early November in my 
own small garden. 

I grow many other flowers, for the love for flowers was in
stilled in me very early in life by my maternal grandmother. 
Her garden walks and borders were her pride and joy, and were 
the pride and joy of the countryside for miles around. I was 
early initiated her apprentice, and spent many happy hours work
ing, weeding, cultivating and, she called it "contemplating." I 
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must tell you of "contemplating" in a later letter. Do not let 
me forget. 

Grandmother's knowledge did not come from books. If she 
even had a book on the subject in her limited library I do not 
remember it. She seemed to know instinctively what to do and 
when to do it, for not before or since have I known flowers to 
grow and bloom so well as they did for her. Nor do I know why 
she did 'many things she did. For example, chicken droppings 
were worked in around all the hyacinths in the early fall except 
the white ones. For these only well rotted barnyard manure 
could be used. Why? As stated before-I do not know. I do 
know her hyacinths and other flowers grew and multiplied and 
bloomed a hundred times better than mine. Alas, that I do not 
have the fertilizer she did. 

Grandmother and her garden walks and flower borders are 
long since gone. Still-as long as I live they will live, and I hope 
much longer. For I have tried to teach my own children the 
Peace of Garden Paths. I try to teach you. I sincerely hope yo~, 
too, try to teach others. 

Teach also, if you will, the complete story of the irises. 

Our flower needs no defense. They who 0.o not grow .thetj:i 
because of the short bloom time need to be educated. I grow 
them because they bloom so long. In fact I know of no other 
flower than one can enjoy so many months out of the year. 

This will be my last letter to you before our Regional meet
ing in May. You are planning to attend it, aren't you? I am 
sure that elsewhere in this issue others will be insisting that you 
do. Let me add my plea to theirs-please do attend.. This is 
particularly important if you are a newer member. Come along 
and see for yourself how our flower behaves in the Mountain 
State and learn for yourself the friendship and fellowship that 
is such an important part of the American: Iris Society. 

I presume my own garden will be on tour. Mrs. Browder 
declares it will not be if the peeling paint is not corrected and 
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eleven hundred other items attended to. I keep telling her that 
in iris time irisarians look only at iris, but-well, you know how 
far I get with that idea! Anyone know a contractor? 

Can you think of a finer thing to do than to invite a sincere 
iris loving friend to become a member of A.LS. and then bring 
them to our meeting? I can't. Besides it is at our Saturday night 
banquet that we are truly democratic and all our members have 
an opportunity to vote on Regional matters. 

So, I will see you in May. Meanwhile do enjoy your own 
garden and other gardens near you. Do not forget your new 
members. This is the year Region 4 is to go well past 500 net 
members-and not over 20 drop-outs. 

Sincerely, 

Earl T. Browder, R.V.P. 

THE IRIS BUG BIT ME! 
By Jim Aultz 

The innoculation didn't take, and Ernie Poff still has the 
fever, worse than ever! 

Just a few blocks from the home of the Browders, on old 
Route 60, 2524 Kanawha Terrace, St. Albans, lives the man whom 
the iris bug bit, and his charming wife. Since Ernie Poff is now 
Region 4 Treasurer, and has continued to plant more and better 
iris, we'd say the innoculation didn't take and that the man has 
the fever, worse than ever! 

You will want to see the Poff iris and enjoy the hospitality 
of two genial West Virginians. Among the hundreds Ernie 
grows are the following iris, introduced since 1955, and not to 
he seen in the Centennial Iris Garden: BOLERO, '57; CRINK
LED LILAC, '57; CRINKLED SUNSET, '57; FORWARD 
MARCH, '58; FRONT PAGE, '56; ROSY SPANGLES, '58 and 
TRULY FAIR, '56. 
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REGION 4 ANNUAL MEETING 

The Fifth Annual Meeting of Region 4 of the American Iris 
Society will be held May 25th and 26th, 1963 in Charleston, West 
Virginia. 

Friday, May 24: 

Pre-registration - Daniel Boone Hotel, Charleston, 7 to 
9 p.m. Social hour. 

Saturday, May 25! 

Registration will be at the home of our R.V.P., Mr. and Mrs. 
Earl T. Browder, 2517 Washington Avenue, St. Albans, West 
Virginia, 8 :30-9 :30 a.m. Coffee will be served. After enjoying 
this garden, and Mr. Browder's seedlings we go to -

The garden of Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Poff, 2524 Kanawha Ter
race, St. Albans, West Virginia. Mr. and Mrs. Poff became 
A.LS. members at the Greensboro meeting in 1960. This garden 
is a must-to see what can be done in just two growing seasons. 

At twelve o'clock-the Centennial Iris Garden where lunch 
will be served. Prizes are being offered locally for some means 
to keep you out of the garden until after lunch I The afternoon 
will be spent in the Centennial Garden. 

Banquet at 6 :30 p.m. in the ballroom of the Daniel Boone 
Hotel, Charleston, West Virginia, followed by a brief business 
meeting, guest speakers and other entertainment. 

Sunday, May 26: 

Optional. Visit other (or revisit the same) local gardens 
thus making our Chapter Chairmen Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Kelley 
unhappy or-leave Charleston about 8 :30 a.m. for Lewisburg, 
West Virginia, for a dutch lunch in Lewisburg and a visit to the 
wonderful gardens of Mr. and Mrs. Kelley at "Stonehedge" in 
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Lewisburg. Mr. Kelley declares all flowers bloom with a greater 
clarity of color at Lewisburg. He isn't altogether wrong. 

Convention Hotel: The Daniel Boone Hotel, Charleston, 
West Virginia. Rates from $5.50 to $11.00 single; $9.00 to $15.00 
double; suites, $23.00 to $24.00. We suggest you make your own 
hotel reservations-early. 

Registration: $7.50 per person. Includes luncheon and ban
quet Saturday and tips. Surplus, if any, will be used for the bene
fit of Region 4. 

Please advise if you will need transportation to the gardens 
so we can arrange. 

We fully expect a registration of at least 200. Do come
and do bring guests. 

It will be much appreciated if you will send your advance 
registrations as early as possible. 

Mrs. L. A. Evers, Registrar 
Eversridge 
Route 1, Box 433 
Winfield, West Virginia 

Flash! West Virginia Legislature has just made Daylight 
Saving Time mandatory. 

For the broad expanses and widely different climates and 
soils of the American Continent there is no flower so universally 
adapted as the iris. It withstands equally the below zero tem
peratures of Canadian winters, and the hot scorching winds and 
prolonged droughts of the summers south of the Mason and 
Dixon line. From New Brunswick to Florida, from San Diego 
to Saskatchewan we find it a mainstay of the hardy garden. 

"The Iris," John C. Wister 
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OH, THOSE WEST VIRGINIA VALLEYS ... WHERE GROW 

SOME OF REGION 4's VERY BEST IRIS! 

By Jim Aultz 

'Way back in December, 1962, my good friend and our Re
gion 4 R.V.P., Earl T. Browder, said to me, "Jim, I am asking 
everyone who can peck out 'Now is the time ... ' on the type
writer to do three articles for the April News Cast, so that Dick 
can go to press with a full issue. You will write up my garden, 
Ernie Poff's, Bill Kelley's, and the Centennial Iris Garden," or 
words to that effect. Oh; yes, thought I, knowing full well that 
you don't say, "No!" out loud to our Mr. B. (for busy)-but nod 
your head dumbly in assent. Now, I know this has all been done 
before, by me, and after all, how original can you get, on the 
same subject. Clearly, a new slant was in order. 

Knowing the Browder and Poff gardens well, telling you 
about them would present no difficulty, but the. Centennial Iris 
Garden was something else again. It was "rack your brain, 
Publicity Chairman .. .' for weeks. Nothing. Angle, angle, who's 
got the angle The answer came from a totally unexpected 
source. 

The latest News Cast arrived here. Quickly turning to the 
table of contents, my eyes caught the name of Fannie Stadler
my favorite Region 4 writer among the contributors to the Janu
ary issue. Sure enough, there on page twenty-six, were Eleanor 
and I, chatting away on the telephone again . . . "Hillbillies" 
we West Virginians have been called before; "Hillbillies" we'll 
probably be called again. Having made up our minds long ago 
that there are worse things, most of us don't even resent it any 
more, although we would prefer the more acceptable name of 
Mountaineers, as we are called in our West Virginia State Motto. 

But what's this? 

"Do you really think they planted a garden on those Indian 
graves? 
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"Sure, didn't News Cast say so, and age being no indication 
of ability, I aim to climb that mound and see for myself," and 
so on. 

NO, ladies, NO! 

You always wanted to be a crusader, Jim - here's your 
chance. Realize it is now your DUTY to climb up on our mound 
and deliver the MESSAGE, loud and clear, to all the folks-the 
superstitious, the old, the tired-in Region 4 and elsewhere. If 
somebody gave them that impression, then somebody had better 
reassure them. The iris are not planted on the mound, but around 
the base of it. No climbing over graves is necessary. Friends, 
be it known that there are valleys in between those West Vir
ginia hills; in one of them the Centennial Iris Garden is growing 
beautifully. The Kanawha Valley, particularly, is wide enough 
to accommodate a right sizable iris planting, leaving room to 
park several automobiles besides. Honest, the Mound is the 
only rise in the area-the rest is as flat as a table top. So is 
Earl's garden and so is Ernie's-I wouldn't try to fool you in 
order to get you here under false pretenses. So, please don't 
stay away from us in May because you are afraid of heights or 
hants. On the other hand, if you are the hardy type, I can and 
will take you on a personally conducted tour of an iris garden 
that is on a steep hillside, not too far from downtown Charles
ton; one of our sweet but rugged West Virginia Mountaineer 
women tends it! 

A final word: as to those Indians, who knows-maybe they 
were iris lovers, too. 

Jim Aultz is Editor of the Southern West Virginia Chapter, Region 4 
American Iris Society News. He is a resident of Huntington, West Virginia. 
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AN INVITATION 

"Come-share with us our garden ... " 

By Jim Aultz 

Local visitors and A.I.S. members, especially those from Re
gion 4 who visit the Centennial Iris Garden at Camp Shawnee in 
West Virginia next May will want to see the garden of our Re
gion 4 Vice President, Earl T. Browder and Mrs. Browder. 

Since Mr. Browder has spoken of his iris frequently in News 
Cast, saying something new and different about them now would 
indeed be difficult. Perhaps his own words, found on his care
fully-drawn garden chart, best explain the philosophy of the man 
in relation to people and to his iris. They are headed simply 

"OUR GARDEN" 

"Like Topsy our garden has just grown. A landscape archi
tect would perhaps show it as a shining example of error and iris 
fanciers would cringe in pity. It is still our garden-a garden 
that grew with our children and that continues to grow with the 
grandchildren. We never know what oddity may next be offered 
with 'Grandpa, here's a req. leaf apple vine I bought for you.' I 
do know we will plant them all. 

So it is a garden of love. In it we find peace and quiet and 
· beauty. Iris predominate. Many of these are old. Some of them 
will be replaced with newer varieties from time to time, though 
some we will always keep. 

All the iris were replanted in August and September, 1961. 
This planting plan has been prepared for our own use if little 
hands mix the markers and for sharing with our friends. 

Come-share with us our garden and learn anew the beauty 
of our Lord's creations and the peace of garden paths. You are 
welcome at any time, though we think the very best time of all 
is when the iris are abloom." 
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Evergreens, roses, tulips, 'mums, daylilies and daffodils are 
to be found in the Browder garden; as one would rightly expect, 
iris predominate here. Earl grows several hundred very fine 
tall bearded varieties to perfection. To name them all would be 
tedious and spoil the fun. A few-introduced since 1955-which 
will be seen here but not in the Centennial Iris Garden are FOR
WARD MARCH, '58; HAPPY WANDERER, '57; HEART
BEAT, '58; Kesterson's 585/c; PICTURE BOQUET, '56; 
PRETTY CAROL, '59; TALL CHIEF, '56; TOMECO, '60, 
and TRIM, '56. 

SEEDLINGS ... GUEST IRIS 

Visiting irisarians, always on the lookout for something new, 
will invariably head for the seedling beds and the Guest Iris in 
any well-rounded planting. Earl has some nice seedlings. Don't 
believe him when he tells you they are all "dogs!" 

To be seen in the Browder garden are the following Guest 
Iris: 

From E. G. Lapham - 12-58, 1-60, 13-59, 13-59G, 42-58, 
11-60, 13-58, 19-57, and 18-58. 

From Raymond Smith - AUGUST GOLD and 60-BR. 

From Joe and Neva Nitchman - 58-16, 56-61, 54-72, 54-23, 
54-43B; TEEN ANGEL, PINK STAR-LIGHT and SMILING 
MAESTRO. 

From John Stone- CREAM FOLIAGE. 

From Claude J. Davis - 6030, 6032, 6012, 5916, and 6035. 

From George P. Morgan - SGT. BOB and MEIN FRAU. 

From Ira and Betty Wood - PURPLE IMP and 5843A. 

Species and breeder iris as well as dwarfs, Siberians, Japan-
ese, Dutch and others may be seen here in the proper season. 

So, visiting iris lovers, cross over the bridge to St. Albans, 
just a few miles west of the Centennial Iris Garden, where mark
ers will guide you to the home and garden of the Browders at 
2517 Washington Avenue. A cordial welcome and many beauti
ful iris await you there! 
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COME TO LEWISBURG 

By W. D. Kelley 

The Centennial Iris Garden and the beautiful gardens in St. 
Albans will be seen on May 25th. The Region 4 meeting and 
banquet will be held at the Daniel Boone Hotel in Charleston, 
West Virginia, on that same evening. Sunday, May 26th is an 
optional date. You may revisit the above gardens, visit other 
gardens in the area or you may travel to Lewisburg to see the 
iris gardens at "Stonehedge." 

Recently our publicity chairman, Jim Aultz, asked for data, 
descriptions, deceptions, etc., so he could write a story on this 
garden. In assembling this information I was confronted with 
the thought-Why should anyone want to see my garden? When 
I discover a good reason I will let you know. In the meantime, 
you might use any one of the following as an excuse: 

1. There is a week to ten days difference in bloom season 
so you will see the same varieties at different stages of 
growth. Early bloom that may be fading in the St. 
Albans area will probably be at peak in the Lewisburg 
area. 

2. Bloom is different in this higher elevation. The blues 
bluer, the whites are purer, the yellows are deeper, the 
browns are softer, there are no reds and the greens are 
dirtier-or so it seems to a prejudiced eye. 

3. Greenbrier is a beautiful county and the trip there would 
be worth your time and effort even if you did not see a 
single iris. (Transportation available upon request.) If 
you drive, take your time on the trip from Charleston; 
the scenery is beautiful and you can enjoy it on a leisure 
trip. Besides, you can't straighten out those curves no 
matter what your speed. 

4. "Stonehedge" likes company and to most people it is a 
restful place. If you become bored you can visit the Day-
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wood Art Galleries, see the General Lewis, a hotel fur
nished with antiques or travel another 8 miles to White 
Sulphur Springs and tour the grounds and gardens of 
the Greenbrier Hotel. If your thoughts and/or interests 
are not on such a high plane you can spend your time 
exploring the caverns of Organ Cave. 

5. U. S. 60, in its course from Charleston to Norfolk passes 
in front of Stonehedge. Travelers from Virginia, Mary
land and the District of Columbia will find this to be 
the best route home. You Carolinians just concentrate 
on getting to Lewisburg. If, and when, you have to 
leave we will head you home via U. S: 219 to Rich Creek, 
State Route 100 through Pearisburg and Dublin to Hills
ville and U. S. 52 to Mount Airy. At that point you will 
be on your own. To our fellow West Virginians, and 
visitors from the west, we can only offer regrets that 
you live on the wrong side of the mountain. Never-the
less, somehow, we will find a way of making you and 
all the rest glad that you did ... 

COME TO LEWISBURG 

Editor's Note: W. D. Kelley is Area Chairman, Southern West Vir
ginia Chapter, Region 4. 

Iris, in Greek mythology, was the daughter of Thaumas and 
Electra, and a sister of the Harpies .. The Iliad represents her as 
the messenger of the gods. In earlier writers Iris appears as a 
virgin goddess, but later poets represent her as the wife of 
Zephyrus and mother of Eros. In Greek, the word iris, as a com
mon noun, means "rainbow." 
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ON HISTORIC "STONEHEDGE" AND THE KELLEYS' GARDEN 

By James M. Aultz 

Historic "Stonehedge," the home of Florence and Bill (Mr. 
and Mrs. W. D. Kelley) in the lovely old town of Lewisburg, 
West Virginia, is included here because we think many of you 
will enjoy seeing it for yourselves. The material is taken from 
Mrs. Dayton Dowd's book, Greenbrier Pioneers and Their 
Homes, published about 1948. To this, certain notations have 
been made by the owner of the house to bring the information 
up-to-date on the exterior, and to give you a brief comment on 
the interior. 

"STONEHEDGE" 

"At the eastern corporate limits of Lewisburg, on the south
ern side of the highway (Route 60), there is an unusual house 
which defies all attempts to discover the history of its first owner 
and builder. A deed, however, appears in 1836 to Samuel Smith 
from Pleasant and Dorcas Wade for twenty-five acres lying on 
'both sides of the turnpike' and adjoining the lands of James 
Frazer, Samuel Winall, and Thomas Huffman. In 1854, Smith 
sold fifteen acres of the land to Henry B. Brightwell, and by 
1858 Smith had died, and another deed appears in which his wife 

·releases her dower interest in the fifteen acres. As 'appurten
ances thereunto belonging' are mentioned, it is assumed that this 
is the house meant and that it had been built by Smith shortly 
after his purchase in 1836.* 

An article written by Marcellus Zimmerman seems to con
firm this supposition, as he further states that Smith was a potter 
and his pottery stood over the hill in the rear of the house. 

The front lawn is enclosed by a low stone wall, from whence 
comes the name 'Stonehedge.' The house is shaded by tall trees 

* In 1958, while repainting the exterior masonry (now white tinted coral) 
it was discovered that one of the bricks in the main chimney bore the 
initials P. W. From this, it might be assumed that the house was built 
;,y Pleasant Wade prior to 1836. 
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and has a delightful location on a slope comfortably back and 
above the highway, with an inspiring view of White Sulphur 
gap to the southeast. This unusual-looking and attractive dwell
ing originally had a very high porch, making the principal en
trance and main part of the house on the second floor. There 
being no basement, the first floor, built on the slope of the land, 
is partially below ground and has very low ceilings, the large 
kitchen having originally been one of the four rooms on this 
floor. 

Not large, the house is of brick, painted white, with pairs of 
exceptionally tall chimneys piercing the roof on either side. The 
long entrance steps have been removed, and today one enters 
directly from the ground, where tall, square columns support a 
roof above the flagstone entrance terrace. The door above, which 
was once the front door, now has a small balcony around it, and 
on each side is an especially large window with shutters. 

The interior of the old house has much the same colonial 
charm as the exterior. Antiques, repreductions and just plain 
furnishings are all of a homey nature. Used and useful, and 
somewhat battered, it all creates an appearance of being 'worn 
·with hospitality.' " 

THE KELLEY GARDEN 

As to the iris in our garden, says Bill Kelley, may I call 
special attention to the following, which have won the indicated 
A.LS. awards in 1962, and should therefore be of special interest 
to visitors : 

Two A.M.'s MELISSA and RAINBOW GOLD; two Run
ners-up for A.M., IRISH LINEN and MARILYN C. ; one 
Judge's Choice (#12) SPARKLING WATERS; two Runners
Up for Judge's Choice, DOCTOR BOB and ROYAL CANA
DIAN; and seven Honorable Mentions, BLUE CREST, CAY
ENNE CAPERS, CELESTIAL GLORY, LICORICE STICK, 
L'LITA, LOST RIVER, and ORANGE PARADE. 

Three of our iris-IRISH LINEN, KISS OF FIRE, and 
ONE DESIRE- are not in the Centennial Iris Garden but may 
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also be seen at the Browders or the Poffs. One-TULARE
(a Border iris) is not to be seen in any of the other tour gardens. 

Approximately forty-five other outstanding iris (not named 
here) are growing in our garden and in the Centennial Iris 
Garden as well. 

However, it should be pointed out that there is at least a 
week's difference in seasons between Lewisburg and Camp Shaw
nee. If we have an extremely early season, Bill Kelley will be in 
clover-if we have an extremely late season, he's sunk. Normal 
season "\Vill mean peak bloom in the Centennial Iris Garden for 
mid-season varieties. 

In addition to the newer ones, they have approximately 300 
others of questionable age and quality, approximately 20 re
bloomers, a vegetable garden full of seedlings-and quite a num
ber of good iris in the "sick bay." These latter are mostly Cen
tennial iris that had a bad first winter and looked too "poorly" 
to put in the Centennial beds. Bill says, "I haven't listed them 
because I question how many, if any, will bloom this year." 

Writing from the Cambridge Botanic Garden, England, in 
1897 R. Irvin Lynch in the Book of the Iris said: "Probably 
there is no outdoor genus of plants which can vie with iris for 
the number of its good qualities. One kind or another will be 
found in flower quite nine months of the year. Many kinds are 
exceedingly beautiful and some, indeed, have no rival in point 
of beauty; a large number are so easy to grow that success is 
certain by any cultivator in any garden, yet others present diffi
culties which worthily excite the continued perseverence of the 
most skillful of gardeners. It is a genus par excellence for the 
intellectual specialist." 
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A TRANSPLANTED HYBRIDIZER INTRODUCES HIMSELF 

By Lloyd Zurbrigg 

My interest in hybridizing plants was stirred by a pastor in 
our church, the late A. K. Edmison, whose most recent iris in
troduction is ROYAL CANADIAN. At the time of his pastor
ate he was working mainly with gladiolus and delphiniums, and 
developed a wonderful strain of the latter independent of the 
Pacific strain. After leaving Listowel, my home town, Rev. 
Edmison moved to Walkerton for his last pastorate, and it was 
here that he began to work with iris, and that I first began to 
dabble with pollen. When he retired to Brighton, on Lake On
tario, he switched over to iris almost exclusively, and I began 
to hybridize seriously, and to keep records. 

Mostly we kept to quite different lines, for he concentrated 
on the pinks, apricots, and later the blacks, while I was most 
interested in amoenas, blends and remontants, and, with little 
success, the onco-breds. At the time of his demise, he had breaks 
in the pink line like some of the most recent introductions, show
ing both apricot and pink in the same blossom. 

Another grower whose help has been greatly appreciated is 
Rev. W. T. Corcoran of Stratford. Unlike Mr. Edmison, Father 
Corcoran has never indulged in hybridizing, but has instead con
centrated on having a well-groomed iris border in which a choice 
selection of the newest and the best of the older iris might be 
seen and compared. I was kindly given permission to hybridize 
in this garden, and to take home pollen from it. GENTIAN 
FALLS came from a pod set in his garden on GAYLORD by-
pollen of W ABASHINE. The latter was one of the first two. 
iris from Mr. Edmison, coming from the cross WABASH x x: 
GUDRUN. The most widely known of my iris is PRINCESS 
ANNE, an H. M. winner. The pod that gave this iris was set 
in my own garden on ARMOUR BRIGHT by pollen of CAS
CADE SPLENDOR. The former was the other of those two 
first introductions of Mr. Edmison's, and the pollen came from 
the garden of Father Corcoran. 
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Other Canadian hybridizers contributed to my lines gen
erously. From an unintroduced "amoena" of the late William 
Miles, a strange white iris with an orchid flush in the center of 
each fall, and pollen from an apricot amoena from Ron Cham
berlain's pink breeding, I got BANFF and its pink amoena 
sister. BANFF, priod to being infected with what I presume to 
be virus, was a pure white and blended pink amoena. This line 
is being carried on and on. My newest blue seedling is from 
Mr. Miles' MINDEMOYA crossed to SOUTH PACIFIC, and 
these unrelated lines have yielded wonderful color along with 
beautiful form. 

1950 was the first year in which I kept records for all crosses, 
and I heartily recommend to all new hybridizers that they keep 
a record. Because of moving from one position to another, and 
then to a university in the United States, some years I did not 
get any seedlings transplanted, and only the help of Mr. Edmi
son, and then Earl Roberts of Indianapolis and Raymond Smith 
of Bloomington have enabled me to keep contact with my breed
ing lines. Raymond has re-established my interest in the re
montants, which had fallen a casualty to the short growing sea
son in Canada. The extra six weeks that southern Indiana and 
now Virginia give make this line of endeavor much more ex
citing and rewarding. NORTHERN SPY is the only iris from 
the Canadian remontant breeding that I have introduced. KERRY 
PIPER, ·a lilliput, is a rebloomer by chance rather than by plan
ning. Its sister, KERRY DANCE, while not a remontant, has 
already produced two. 

An article like this must always remain incomplete. I have 
not mentioned the numerous times that Tell Muhlestein has 
sent me pollen, nor the fact that Frances (Mrs. F. Allen) Brown 
gave me WESTERN HILLS which is the pod parent of 
NORTHERN SPY. Nor have I mentioned the important part 
that the late Harry and Lois Bickle and their beautiful Toronto 
garden played in developing my knowledge and judgment. The 
influence of the Canadian Iris Society and the iris beds of the 
Royal Botanical Gardens in Hamilton and Presidents W. J. 
Moffatt and Leslie Laking have been of help to all Canadian 
irisarians. 
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There are two or three more iris that I have registered but 
not introduced, but these need not be mentioned. I expect to 
bring out two more dwarfs and an intermediate this year, and 
possibly one tall. 

Mrs Brown is grand and we are enjoying having her and 
the other members of the Blue Ridge Chapter so close at hand. 

Bill Kelley was here Sunday and has phoned me since to 
secure three iris for the Centennial Garden. May the spring be 
kind to that garden! 

If you can get here, I'll be happy to show you 'round my 
seedlings, many of which I moved in clumps! Quite a job! 
Everything will be first-year growth, but I count on a few 
thrills! 

The following is a list of the iris I have produced and in
troduced: 

Dwarf Iris: 

Kerry Dance - violet (pumila type dwarf x Pink Formal) 

Kerry Lea - violet ( sib to above) 

Kerry Piper - violet, remontant (sib to above) 

Intermediate Iris: 

CHIMERA - Near amoena, maroon and chartreuse falls, 
remontant (dwarf and Step-up Sib). (dwarf x sib. to Step-up) 

DEAD SEA SCROLLS - lavender mottled violet (dwarf 
x Capitola) 

LISTOWEL - bright yellow self. (sib, to Armour Bright 
x Sound Money) 

ONCE MOHR - lavender, Mohr veining. (dwarf x Capi
tola) 

PARCHMENT SCROLLS - lavender flecked violet (dwarf 
x Capitola) 
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SPRING SIGNAL- chartreuse and maroon (dwarf x Rich 
Raiment) 

Tall Iris: 

ALGONQUIN PARK - copper-red blend (Sultan's Robe 
x Capitola) 

BANFF - blended amoena - Miles sdg. 48-25 x Chamber
lain sdg.: (Pink Salmon x Hi-Time) 

BERN JUBY - red (Display x Queechee) 

CARMEL SUNDAE - Carmel-brown amoena (Criterian x 
Princess Anne) 

FERN FRASER - Reverse yellow amoena (Armour Bright 
x Ballet in Blue) 

GENTIAN FALLS - Gentian blue amoena (Gaylord x 
Wabashine) 

OEDIPUS REX - variegata (Mexico x Gaylord) 

NORTHERN SPY - "apple" red, white haft (Western 
Hills x Gibson Girl) 

PRINCE CHARLES - Tan and red bi-color (Inca Chief 
x Queechee) · 

PRINCESS ANNE - Yellow with white falls (Armour 
Bright x Cascade Splendor) 

QUIVERING FLAME - Orange and dark red bi-color. 
Crested standards. (Extravaganza x Pathfinder) 

SAILS AND SEAS - Pale violet amoena. Extravaganza 
x [Wabash x (Snoqualmie x Prarie Sunset) ] 

The little blue-flag developed into a personality, Iris Cris
tata, grown by Peter Collinson in his English garden as early 
as 1766, sent him, no doubt by John Bartram of Philadelphia. 

"Iris in the Little Garden," Ella Porter McKinney 
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COLOR POSSIBILITIES IN IRIS 

By Wilma Vallette 

The actual possibilities are almost unlimited, since they 
would include not only new colors in Iris, but also new color 
combinations, and anyone can think of any number of new color 
combinations that would be both interesting and attractive-not 
only of contrasting colors in Stands and Falls, but between petals 
and beards. 

Take, for instance, a white iris with a new color of beard. 
Beyond doubt, whites are already the nearest to perfection of any 
color-class in iris, and to date, they are adorned with beards usu
ally yellow, but often tangerine, and ocassionally blue, though to 
date the depth of blue cannot compare with that found on some 
of the violet and dark blue iris. So, imagine a good white iris 
with a re·ally bright blue beard. Pretty, huh? Then, while you 
are at it, imagine the same iris with a sepia beard, the color of 
that on KAREN MOHR, for instance. Or a green beard. Or 
one the color of ripe black cherries! Mmmm - sounds almost 
good enough to eat, doesn't it? 

Next thing it, how to get them. 

Brighter blue beards might not be too hard. They might ap
pear if one crossed something that already had a fairly blue 
beard, like SWEET ALICE LEE, LADY BLUEBEARD, or 
MARRIOTT, etc., with a violet that has a bright, deep blue 
beard, that it often passes on to its offspring. VIOLET HAR
MONY, for instance, does this quite frequently, and in a cross 
between it and a white, some of the seedlings would be quite 
sure to be white-and with both parents having blue beards, they 
would be apt to have them too, quite possibly of a deeper color 
than the white parent. Or say you wanted a green or brown 
beard. Both would consist of a base either blue or yellow, tipped 
with the other color; the actual tint would depend both on the 
dosage of both colors present in the beards, and on which color 
forms the base. A truly green beard may not be completely im-
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possible; at least, in some weather, the beard down in the throat 
of my own BLACK ROSE (which is being co-introduced this 
year by Tell Muhlestein) is as green as grass; at other times, 
it is blue, tipped yellow, in such a way as to give a brownish or 
greenish effect. Whether this true, deep green can be spread 
over the white beard is hard to say; that it is there sometimes, 
may indicate that it can. 

As for black-cherry beards, they should not be too hard, 
either. Merely cross a white with a tangerine beard, the other 
with a blue beard. The offspring will have both colors present, 
giving brownish or greenish beards, as described above. Be sure 
both original parents have good form, as for some reason, this 
cross seems to bring out the worst in both of them, for form 
especially! Sib-cross the best of them, and some of the seed
lings are fairly sure to show both colors in the beards. To be 
still more sure, back-cross to a white with a tangerine beard. 
As blue is not recessive to yellow, but can be present with it, 
by this means nearly all the seedlings should have beards with 
both tangerine and blue, resulting in various black-cherry to 
almost purple tones. It might take one more generation (prob
ably of sib-crossing this time), but the desired result should ap
pear not later than the third generation. 

These same colors would be pretty on a yellow, but here 
the problem is a little harder, since to date all yellows have yel
low beards; even those with tangerine beards show a decidedly 
orange color, and the few with blue beards have very little con
trast. VEILED IN MYSTERY has a little blue in the beard, 
and one of Mrs. Suiter's yellows, ORIENTAL PRINCE -
which has faint plicata markings on the Falls-has a definitely 
brownish beard. Something like these might be crossed with a 
blue-bearded white, or even if you don't mind a lot of muddy 
blends in the Falls, with something like VIOLET HARMONY. 
Or for a black-cherry beard, one might use a tangerine-bearded 
yellow with a blue-bearded white, and sib-cross or back-cross 
for a generation or so. 

Many blues, and some other colors, already have blue beards, 
and a few blues and blends have white ones. A white beard 
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would look very nice on a dark color, but since most blends have 
yellow beards, it might tak~ a few generations to get white beards 
on the various colors of blends, probably using a white-bearded 
white as one parent in the initial cross. A black beard would look 
good on almost any color too, but to date, no TB iris has a truly 
black beard. Perhaps crossing something with a blue beard to 
KAREN MOHR might add a little more depth to the latter's 
already dark beard, which is almost the color of a Seal-point 
Siamese cat's ears. It is highly infertile, but it does have pollen 
and will set a few seeds, and its lovely dark beard would be 
most attractive on almost any color, especially a white or yellow, 
or even a light blue. 

Now for petal combinations. These are almost endless, 
though-sad to say-many of them show no immediate possi
bility of coming into existence. With the advent of WHOLE 
CLOTH, one may expect "dominant amoenas" in several colors, 
ranging from light to dark blue to almost black, as well as violet 
and orchid. In a number of crosses made in 1960, I found that 
most of them produced seedlings with white or off-white Stands 
and Falls the color of the other parent, so that PA TIEN CE, for 
instance, produced amoenas with Falls ranging from a tint of 
orchid to a magenta almost as deep as its parent, while SOUTH 
PACIFIC produced light blue amoenas, and HELEN McCAU
GHEY deep violet ones. However, if crossed to an orchid pink 
or blend, which contains a little yellow, many of the seedlings 
will be pastel variegatas, as the dominant inhibitor in WHOLE 
CLOTH does not affect yellow, which can therefore express it
self normally, and will be present in a good proportion of the 
seedlings. 

\Ve already have blue, purple, and yellow amoenas, and a 
beginning has been made on both green and pink ones. These 
are only a beginning, as certainly there is room for improvement 
in the depth and clarity of the falls, in both colors. BABY'S 
BONNET is the first tangerine-bearded pink amoena, and it has 
been suggested that back-crossing it to its parent, GAY OR
CHID-which often throws things with white Stands-and us
ing it with things like MA YTIME, an almost amoena in orchid 
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pink, which presumably carries the factor for tangerine beards
might increase the depth of color. In green, FROSTED MINT 
is as green as any, but here too, much more work is needed before 
a really good green amoena appears. One cross, reported in my 
Robins, was of things like GAYLORD with yellmv amoenas, 
and produced a number of amoenas, one of which had good white 
Stands and deep olive-green Falls; the form was not too good, 
but the color and contrast ·were excellent. A brown amoena too, 
would be pretty, though no suggestions have as yet been offered 
on how to get one. 

As for reverse-amoenas with any depth of color, there seems 
to be small chance. WIDE ·woRLD is called a reverse amoena, 
but wherever I have seen it, its depth of color is no greater than 
that of, say, ICE CARNIVAL or BLUE CRO\:VN, so that it 
might almost be called a white bitone. I once tried selfing it, 
hoping to get more contrast, and one seedling was perhaps a 
trifle more contrasty. But selfing this did not increase the depth 
of color; in fact, it produced mostly pale blue selfs, the best of 
which showed its "WIDE "WORLD heritage by having purple 
shadings at the base of the Stands, like that in ·wIDE WORLD 
itself. New, different and pretty, not an amoena of any kind, 
reverse or otherwise ! 

Variegatas too, may perhaps some day have Falls of other 
colors. Most of them today have red, brown-red, or red-brown 
Falls of which many of the newer ones lack the yellow edging 
formerly associated with this pattern. A few, such as MISCHIEF, 
have sienna Falls, which are much less brassy than the usual 
form, and are easier to use in the garden picture. PRETENDER 
and old DECENNIAL have violet Falls, much the color of some 
of the old, old diploid varieties, but rather unusual in more mod
ern varieties. About the only other color of Falls one could think 
of for variegatas would be black or green; old BLACK AND 
GOLD and one or two newer ones somewhat approach the first, 
but there are none at all with green Falls. It has been suggested 
that perhaps crossing WHOLE CLOTH with a light yellow self 
might produce something on this order. At least, the offspring 
should have yellow Stands and Falls combining both blue and 
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yellow, whether they were green or not! Even a blend, if not 
muddy, would look nice with white Stands, for that matter. 

Orange and apricot colors are already with us, though as 
yet of no great color depth. Mr. Orville Fay is said to have a 
large number of orange seedlings, some of which will be intro
duced in the near future, that have a much greater depth of 
color than any yet on the market, even more orange than things 
like ORANGE PARADE or ORANGE CRUSH, which are 
about the deepest of that color yet to be had. And once truly 
orange selfs are produced, it will probably not be long before we 
have "variegatas" with orange Stands and colored Falls, similar 
to the BENTON PETUNIA and LOTTE LEMBRICH things 
already found in pinks, except that with more yellow in the 
background color, the Falls would be more apt to be brownish 
instead of lilac to purple. 

A good many people are working for green. Unfortunately, 
crossing yellow and blue seldom gives anything at all greenish. 
A dominant white, used with tan or brown blends such as OR
MACO, AZTEC COPPER, or GRAND CANYON, or with old
type pink blends like MISS CALIFORNIA or GRACE BAL
LARD, often produces greenish tones, though not what one 
could call really green. Most greens are muddy, due to the yel
low ground-color, overlaid by a blue overcast, which - as blue 
in iris is always tinged more or less with purple - will be very 
hard to turn into clear color. Some greens are clean, as GREEN 
FASHION, but these are more chartreuse than green, really. 
The greenest tones to date occur in oncobreds, and it has been 
suggested than onco-blue used with TB yellow, might produce 
something fairly green. The big difficulty here is the infertility 
of oncos, along with the difficulty in germinating the seeds if 
any are produced. Even so, no clear greens are apt to appear, 
since even onco-blue has a little purple in it. To date, olive-cream 
is about as near a clean color as we have, in things like 
the stands of OLIVETTE or BENTON OLIVE, and in selfs 
like MINT JULEP and CLEO. As for combining green with 
other colors, it can probably be done. GREEN HAT is a definite 
bicolor, as the Stands are fairly greenish, and the Falls are al-
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most sienna, a not-too-unpleasing contrast. One might try cross
ing it or BENTON OLIVE with amoenas or pastel-variegatas 
like FINEST HOUR (red), MAYTIME (flesh and orchid), 
ROSE PEARL (cream and rose) or THREE SISTERS (cream 
and red) ; a large variety of muddy-falled things would be quite 
sure to result that might-possibly-in a few more generations, 
produce something better. 

Now for reds. There is probably NO chance whatever of 
getting a true, clear red o.f any kind, crimson, scarlet, rose, or 
any other color, by breeding alone. These reds are dye to sap
colorings not found in any known iris species, and what is not 
present at all cannot be brought out by line-breeding. It would 
be much the same as line-breeding several kinds of dogs for sev
eral generations, hoping to produce a litter of kittens! The only 
way for a true, clear red to appear, is by mutation. And while 
this might happen, the chance is one in billions, in view of the 
hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of genes in each chromo
some set at the nucleus of a single cell, any one of which might 
mutate and still not be the right one-or ones perhaps-to change 
the Violanin anthocyan of an iris to a simpler Cyanin or Pelar
gonin, to which tones of red are due. As for breeding, one can 
cross brown-reds to purple-reds to rose-reds, and get something 
far richer looking than a clear red-have you ever noticed how 
cheap and tawdry a scarlet Oriental Poppy looks, beside the 
richer, more refined blended red of an iris ?-but it will still not 
be a clear red. Take the very old reds, like RED DOMINION, 
APACHE, and RED GLEAM or SETTING SUN, or slightly 
newer ones like GARDEN GLORY, GARDEN FLAME, 
RANGER, and REW ARD. The actual petal-coloring is often 
just as red as in most newer ones, but these look redder because 
of the elimination of coarse hafts, plus wider falls, and often, 
better height, size, and branching. 

There are any number of other possible combinations, such 
as bicolors with pink or orange Stands and red, black, or blue 
Falls; yellow Stands and clear blue Falls (which might appear 
from crossing WHOLE CLOTH with reverse yellow-and-white 
bicolors); pink Stands and Green Falls; blue Stands and red 
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Falls; copper Stands and Falls of black, blue, or purple, among 
others. Some of these may possibly appear, others probably not. 
But if they do, it will be because someone made some wide, wide 
crosses-and then followed them up by line-breeding for a few 
generations. They can never appear if one follows the rule of 
crossing like colors to like! 

Editor's Note: Wilma Vallette is the author of "IRIS CULTURE 
AND HYBRIDIZING FOR EVERYONE" a must for every iris lover 
and required reading for all hybridizers. The book can be ordered from 
the author, Mrs. Wilma Vallette, Delco, Idaho; price $5.75. She is a judge 
in Region 11, chairman of the Advanced Hybridizing Robin Division, and 
has introduced a number of successful iris and won a number of honors. 

NATIONALLY KNOWN HYBRIDIZER MOVES TO REGION 

Dr. Lloyd A. Zurbrigg joined the staff of Radford College, 
Radford, Virginia, last fall. Professor Zurbrigg was formerly a 
member of the faculty at the University of Indiana, and prior 
to that taught at Queen's College, Kingston, Ontario. While he 
was at Kingston he was Regional Vice President for the A.I.S.'s 
Canadian section, Region 16. 

His hybridizing specialties are remontants and amoenas. One 
of his best known introductions is PRINCESS ANNE, which 
received Honorable Mention in 1958, Judges Choice in 1959, and 
the Award of Merit in 1960. Prior to 1961 he had introduced 
twenty some of his creations to the iris world. 

Quite an accomplishment was moving all of his iris from 
Indiana to their new home of two or more acres in Radford, many 
of his remontants did not miss a beat and bloomed last fall. We 
are proud to welcome him and his family to Region 4 and hope 
that our Virginia climate (present winter excepted) and Vir
ginia soil will aid his splendid accomplishments. 

R.L.M. 

Editor's Note: See Region 16's R.V.P. Article in October, 1962 A.LS. 
Bulletin, page 50. 
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REGION 4 TREASURER'S REPORT 

March 20, 1962 through December 31, 1962 

Receipts 

3-20-62 John Wilson, Judges Training Course 
3-24-62 Mr. Howell, retiring Treasurer 
5-16-62 John Wilson, Judges Training Course 
7-15-62 North Carolina Joint Auction 
9- 8-62 Mountaineer (W. Va.) Chapter Auction 
9-24-62 Central W. Va. Chapter Auction 
9-24-62 Norfolk (Va.) Chapter Auction 

10- 1-62 Blue Ridge (Va.) Chapter Auction 
. 11- 1-62 C & P (Md.) Chapter Auction 

3-26-62 
3-26-62 
4- 7-62 
4-14-62 
4-24-62 
6- 3-62 
7-22-62 

11-29-62 
11-29-62 
12-14-62 

Total Receipts 

Disbursements 

The Rhodes Press, Judges training material 
John Wilson, postage, Judges training mat'l. 
American Iris Society, Judges handbooks 
The Rhodes Press, Judges training material 
Walters Fringing & Mfg. Co., News Cast 
John Wilson, postage and Judges train. mat'l. 
Walters Printing & Mfg. Co., News Cast 
Walters Printing & Mfg. Co., News Cast 
Richard L. Meagher, postage* 
A.I.S., dues for contest winners 

$ 93.00 
859.31 

15.00 
756.00 
51.55 
72.47 

100.00 
65.00 

350.00 

$2,362.33 

$ 29.35 
36.00 
35.00 
51.50 

270.95 
13.50 

274.00 
163.00 

7.12 
10.00 

Total Disbursements 
Total Receipts 
Less Disbursements 

$ 890.42 
$2,362.33 

890.42 

Balance, in Bank of St. Albans, 
St. Albans, W. Va. 
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The proceeds of the Blue Ridge (Va.) Chapter 1961 iris auc
tion have not been previously acknowledged. They were used 
for the benefit of Region 4 as follows: 

Receipts 

Proceeds from auction 

Total Receipts 

Disbursements 

Mrs. Rucker, A.I.S. Membership 
Advance for Regional Meetings mailings 
Bulk Mailing Permit 
April News Cast postage, 3 cent stamps 
July News Cast postage, 3 cent stamps 
October News Cast postage, 3 cent stamps 
Help in mailing 

Total Disbursements 
Total Receipts 
Less Disbursements 

** Paid 11-29-62 as postage. 

$80.75 

$80.75 

$ 5.00 
25.00 
20.00 
13.30 
13.67 
5.90 
5.00 

$87.87 
$80.75 
$87.87 

** $-7.12 

E. L. Poff, Treasurer 

Hugo Van Der Goes, 1435-1482, painter of the Flemish 
School in his "The Adoration of the Shepherds" hanging in the 
Uffizi Gallery in Florenza, Italy, shows two white iris in the 
foreground. He also shows iris in the foreground of his painting 
"The Temptation," which hangs in Konsthistorischer Museum 
in Vienna, Austria. 
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DEAR A. I. S. JUDGES 

By Earl T. Browder 

Your responsibility is great, the demands on your time and 
patience are often very burdensome. You must be "everywhere 
at once" in bloomtime in an effort to see the same variety grow
ing under varied conditions. Still you can never be yourself, 
you cannot vote your own personal likes or dislikes for the first 
rule of Judging is to judge the flower and plant on its own merit 
-whether you like it or not. 

The rewards, if rewards there be, are very few indeed. Surely 
you know you did your best. There is a personal satisfaction 
when you learn the majority of the irises you found worthy were 
meritorious enough to win the award voted for. Beyond this the 
personal rewards are somewhat nebulous. 

Region 4 continues to grow. It is no longer possible for 
your R.V.P. to know all of you. As year follows year it will be 
increasingly difficult. It appears wise to enumerate the require
ments leading to the appointment of our Judges. 

New Judges must be at least a three year A.LS. member. 
They must have satisfactorily completed a National or Regional 
Judges Training Course. Both old and new Judges must grow 
several of the new varieties. They must be free to travel in their 
own Chapter and in as much of the Region as they can. They 
must be active in Chapter affairs. 

Beginning this year all Judges must be recommended by the 
Chapter Chairman who will submit with each individual name 
a letter from the candidate Judge stating their willingness to 
serve and giving a resume of their qualifications and Chapter 
activities. 

From the lists so submitted I will select our quota of Judges 
and will recommend them to the Board for appointment. It is a 
responsibility I do not look forward to with pleasure. It is very 
necessary if we are to improve the quality of our judging and 
keep abreast of the needs of our Region. 
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This open letter is to acquaint you with the requirements. 
It is to let the members of Region 4 know of the effort to serve 
them better. It is also hoped it will help to fan the interest of 
our cadet Judges and spur them on to greater things. 

It will be necessary that I have the recommendations of the 
Chapter Chairmen and the letters from the candidate Judges, 
both old and new, no later than August 10, 1963. 

When you read this the 1963 bloom season will not be far 
away. Let each of us who are judges do well our work and hold 
high the great intent of our appointment. 

REGION 4 MEMBERSHIP STATISTICS 

By Fred G. Stephenson 

Chapter Paid-up Membe., Expired 2-15-63 Expired 12-31-62 

C. & P. 84 1 8 
Eastern N. C. 71 1 (b) 6 
Blue Ridge 58 0 4 (a)' 
Southern W. Va. 47 4 (b) 3 
Tidewater Va. 40 1 s 
Western N. C. 39 5 4 
Marydel 27 0 1 
Central Va. 20 2 0 
Central W. Va. 19 0 0 
Mountain W. Va. 12 2 0 

Totals 417 16 31 

(a) Doesn't include 2 memberships being checked for status. 

(b) Doesn't include 1 membership being checked for status. 

New members 12-31-62 through 3-10-63 11 
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HELP - HELP - HELP 

By Fred Stephenson, Membership Chairman 

31 of our members whose membership expired on December 
31, 1962 have not renewed their membership as of March 10th. 
As a result they will not get this issue of News Cast. Let's try to 
find out why and, if possible, re-enlist them. Of course, there is 
a possibility of an error on our part so if there is a question of 
accuracy please let me know. It is most IMPORTANT that 
EACH of these be contacted by YOU if we are to keep them. 

BLUE RIDGE CHAPTER 
Mr. Charles S. Hatcher, 800 Erskine Ave., Lynchburg, Va. 
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Hylton, Mt. Regis Hill, Salem, Va. 
Mrs. Joseph Rucker, 3205 Pineland Rd., S. W., Roanoke, Va. 

TIDEWATER CHAPTER 
Mrs. Charles Hudson, Meadowbrook Point, Norfolk, Va. 
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Stowe, 2717 W. Norfolk Rd., Church-

land, Va. 
Mrs. Cecil H. Reed, 6313 Glenoak Dr., Norfolk 13, Va. 
Mrs. Edward F. Rudiger, 3701 Peterson St., Norfolk, Va. 

MARYDEL CHAPTER 
Mrs. Julian Jones, 202 West End Ave., Cambridge, Md. 

C. & P. CHAPTER 
Mrs. N. M. Lyon, Black Oak Ridge, Purcellville, Va. 
Mr. Robert R. Katalenas, 2602 Rochelle Ave., Washington 28, 

D. C. 
Mrs. Gwynn Garnett, 2435 North Lincoln St., Arlington, Va. 
Mr. C. W. Culpeper, 4435 N. Pershing Dr., Arlington 3, Va. 
Mr. and Mrs. Chester M. Dunham, Rt. 2, Box 29, Leonard

town, Md. 
Mrs. John Dvorsak, 189 William Ave., Rt. "M," Westminster, 

Md. 
Mrs. T. N. Labash, 1010 Somerset Lane, Silver Spring, Md. 
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SOUTHERN W. VA. CHAPTER 

Mr. Thomas G. Hanlin, 122 8th Altizer Add., Huntington 1, 
W.Va. 

Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Cole, 401 Stanley St., Beckley, W. Va. 

WESTERN N. C. CHAPTER 

Mrs. S. A. Oscar, 1311 E. Morehead St., Charlotte, N. C. 
Mrs. Lloyd C. Wright, P. 0. Box 834, Hendersonville, N. C. 
Mrs. Roy Sayles, 604 Fairview Rd., Asheville, N. C. 
Charlotte Public Library, 310 North Tryon St., Charlotte 2, N. C. 

EASTERN N. C. CHAPTER 

Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jinnette, Rt. 2, Box 218, Greensboro, N. C. 
Mrs. W. C. Landolina, Sr., Arden Forest, Clemmons, N. C. 
Mrs. Delilah S. Kelly, Box 42, Bunnlevel, N. C. 
Mrs. Eleanor V. Drane, 500 Woodlawn Ave., Greensboro, N. C. 
Mrs. Claude C. Cannon, 2032 Wilson St., Durham, N. C. 

As you can see, this is too many friends to lose. I am sure 
a phone call from someone in the area will go a long way toward 
re-enlisting most of these. If each Chapter Membership Chair
man would appoint sub-chairmen in each locality this would 
allow personal contact with each drop-out before they got ac
customed to being on the outside. Better still, each Member
ship Chairman will have, by the time the News Cast is out, a 
complete list of the members of that particular Chapter along 
with the expiration date of membership. They should be con
tacted PRIOR to expiration and reminded of the fact they are 
due for renewal. 

As sad as the foregoing is there are 18 members whose mem
bership expired in February. These will receive the April issue 
of News Cast but will NOT receive the April issue of the Bul
letin. If those due in February are not paid shortly their names 
will be dropped from the News Cast mailing list. Let's don't 
let this happen to you. 
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ELEANOR AND l 
By Fannie Stadler 

"Hello-Hello-HELLO! Oh, is that you, Eleanor?" 

"Well, are you home at last? It's about time !" 

"Oh, Eleanor-It is so good to hear your voice. I have really 
missed talking with. How are you doing, Honey Chile?" 

"Well, I'm still living. When did you get home?" 

"Just a little while ago. Nifong met me at the airport in 
Winston, yesterday; I spent the night with her and she brought 
me home this morning." 

"Oh, you mean Mary Nifong over Kernersville way?" 

"Sure, who else? Boy! Her letters along with yours have 
been just about life savers for me this winter. When she offered 
to meet me if'n I would spend the night with her, then take me 
home next day ... well, I accepted and wrote her to get out all 
her iris paraphernalia and have it handy. We talked iris last 
night until the wee small hours." 

"Well, say," says Eleanor, "tell me about Ft. Knox. Did 
you bring any gold home with you to buy iris?" 

"Aw, Honey! You know I wrote you I couldn't get near 
that place. All I did was see the place where our gold is buried. 
It is a very imposing park all its own, with a huge monumental 
vault and a strong looking iron fence around it. There are signs 
around the park saying, 'Armed Guard! Keep Out!' At the front 
entrance, another big sign warned, 'State your business,' and 
more instructions. I heard tell that if you acted too interested
maybe like you wanted to investigate a bit, or perhaps pick up a 
few bright, shiny souvenirs - you would be confronted with 
someone asking, 'Now lady, just where do you think you're 
going?' or something like that. I should let them question me, 
maybe? No, sir! I kept right on the main highway, satisfied only 
with looking from the car in which we were riding. That is as 
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near as I got; so, no gold to buy iris with, if'n that is what you 
want to know." 

Just in case we have eavesdroppers on the line, wondering 
where I have been keeping myself, let me explain: I have been 
visiting my younger daughter, her husband who is an army 
chaplain, stationed at present in Fort Knox, Ky., and their two 
children. So "Grandma" has had a second wonderful winter-time 
vacation with part of her family, the first being those months in 
1959-60 that I spent with them when they were stationed in 
Munich, Germany. 

While I was there before, some of my son-in-law's leave 
time was used to take all of us on a trip to Italy. During the 
two days we were in Florence, I kept remembering: this is the 
city where the famous Italian Gold Florin is given to an out
standing iris every year. However, January - when we were 
there - is no time to see iris gardens in Italy. I did visit Romeo 
and Juliet's castle, near Verona, where we had dinner one night 
in what must once have been the ballroom, on the top floor. I 
was enjoying the food so much, I forgot to go out on Juliet's 
balcony! In Venice, we rode up and down the Grand Canal and 
walked across the Bridge of Sighs. 

In Rome, I left the car to walk along the old road that Paul 
walked when he came to the city long ago. We even looked up 
the old prison where he lived. There are many important things 
to be seen in Rome ; I believe we missed very few of them, be
fore we came up the western side of Italy, along the Mediterran
ean Sea. One night in Pisa, I stood by the Leaning Tower
( on the safe side !) 

Well, as I was saying to Eleanor: "Say, Eleanor, I had a 
nice note from Mr. Aultz in Huntington, W. Va., where they are 
fixing for our Regional meeting. He sent me a chart of the Cen
tennial Iris Garden, where all the iris are planted around that 
mound we were discussing. It even tells how the beds are shaped 
and how many are in each bed. Those around the mound are 
like a clock-you know, from one to twelve. (Oh, Honey, I can't 
describe it-look at your clock face.) Each of those twelve beds 
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has fifteen iris in it; then, around those there is a square enclosed 
by a chestnut rail fence. You will be able to enter from any one 
of four entrances-north, south, east, or west. On either side 
of the entrances is a bed containing twenty-five irises; each of 
the corner beds have thirty-nine iris in them. You say you don't 
understand? Aw, come on over-it will be easier and better to 
show you how it is arranged than to try to tell you. By the 
way, the meeting is scheduled for May 25-26----I can hardly wait! 
Before I forget, .Mr. Aultz sends you his regards. It was so nice 
of him to tell me, he not only read our telephone chats, but had 
re-read them with enjoyment! Can you imagine that? What's 
more, Eleanor, I don't think you need to worry about my getting 
shot out there for calling them Hillbillies. He is one of the 
crowd, and doesn't sound peeved at all ; so, I guess they know 
how to take a little teasing. 

A newsletter he edits for Southern W. Va. Chapter, which 
he also sent to me, gives a lot of information to their members 
on what and where and when to do things for the meeting. Sure 
sounds like those West Virginians are "on the ball" getting 
things ready. They are expecting several hundred folks to at
tend. It would be a good idea, I think, for us to send in our 
registration as soon as we know where to send it, don't you? 
There is one thing more which could be a "dark brown secret": 
the ladies acting as hostesses will wear costumes of one hundred 
years ago. Maybe that's where the 'Centennial' part comes in." 

"Well,'' says Eleanor, "how do you happen to have so much 
interesting information?" 

"Oh, Honey," I say, "It's like this: it 'pears like we had more 
eavesdroppers on the line than we knew about at first, and they 
give out with a few choice items. Say, I'm flattered to think 
folks would read our chats and take time to write a note to say 
they enjoyed them." 

"Right,'' says Eleanor-"but let me hear what you did in 
Kentucky this winter besides enjoy the grandchildren." 

"Well, Eleanor, you know it got pretty cold in Kentucky. 
We didn't get out much, especially after Henry left for another 
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four months of Chaplain school in New York. We only went 
once into Louisville on a shopping trip. The Ohio River runs 
along the highway part of the way from Fort Knox to Louis
ville. It was so 'clogged' with ice it looked like buttermilk. At 
home, though, my daughter had lots of company. It seemed she 
was always entertaining guests. Since Jean is such a grand 
cook, I can't say that I blame her for wanting to show off some 
of those foreign food recipes she has collected during their Army 
travels. I copied some of what I thought were the best, for 
myself. We had pizza pie twice, for her recipe is better than 
any I have had anywhere." 

"Diqn't you do anything about iris? Was there anybody you 
could talk iris with out there?" asks Eleanor. 

"Oh, yes," I told her, "Jean and Henry have a nice bed of 
iris started when I sent to them last summer some really good 
varieties. They were here at iris time last spring-saw my iris 
for the first time in five years. After one look, I could hardly 
get them out of the garden! Henry made pictures galore. They 
wanted to plant some iris back home; so, I sent them some of 
my best ones. Now, like us, they are looking forward to spring 
with lots of enthusiasm. · 

"One day," I went on, "I wrote to some of our iris folks 
asking if they would send me an old iris catalogue so I could 
study and dream along while I was away. I almost devoured the 
one from Tell-the first to arrive. Then, a few days later, I re
ceived a package from Chet with the '59, '60, '61, and '62 cata
logues. Boy! Did I enjoy those. You know Chet got about all 
my money for iris last year." 

"Oh, yes," says Eleanor, "I remember the big order you 
sent him, although you never did tell me what you got." Ele
anor's voice had a questionnaire sound to it. 

"I can't remember all of them without my record book," I 
reminded her, "but I especially remember MME. BUTTER
FLY, TOP DOLLAR, HERALD ANGEL, MOUNTAIN MU
SIC and HIGH NOTE," and mention those. "Chet was generous 
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with extras," I added. "Two of them were CLOUD NINE and 
PAY DAY ... A few days later, I received catalogues from 
Cooley and Schreiner ; so, you can see, I had fun studying iris. 
Then, too, your letters helped a lot. 

Oh, my goodness! Something is burning in the kitchen-I 
have to run-Goo' bye!" 

REGION 4 ROBIN GLEANINGS 

Edited by :Ralph and Helen Lewis 

Continued comment in our robins convinces us that soft rot 
is the most vexing problem to fris growers, not only in Region 
4, but all over the country. Here are some suggestions on this 
and other subjects: 

Delma Glenn suggests Ajax worked fine for rot, as suggested 
personally by Anne Allen. Edith Burklew says rot can be con
•trolled by using Commet cleaning powder on freshly cleaned 
rhyzomes. Ralph and Helen Lewis powder the cleaned rhyzomes 
with Fermate, using a wad of cotton in a spring clothes pin
also a glove. This same method is highly recommended in Na
tional TB Robin #25. Carco-X gets mixed comment; we like it. 

Hunter Sledd says Chlordane is tops for getting rid of 
moles. It has a long •time residual effect and should insure in
sect-free soil. I think pelleted form is safest, for if the dust gets 
on you it will sure burn you up. 

From Anna Walrod: My spray mixture, 2 tablespoons Cap
tan (or Phalton), 2 teaspoons Isortox, Yz teaspoon deitergent to 
1 gallon of water. Controls leaf spot, rhyzome rot, and borer. 
To eliminate rot and for good increase, add 1 t1easpoon (200 mg.) 
of Auromycine or Terramycene (Veterinary grade) to 1 gal. of 
powdered milk mixed according to directions. Dilute 1 quart of 
above mixture to 2 gal. of waiter and apply to each clump. 
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IMPORTANT - EVERYONE PLEASE COMPLETE - RETURN PROMPTLY 

Information obtained by this questionnaire shall help us to better serve You. 

MEMBERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE 

County ________ . _________________ State. ___ _ 

Telephone. _____________________________ _ 

Occupation or Profession ______________ _ 

Number years growing iris, _____ Date first joined Society _______ _ 

Types of iris grown by you, __________ _ 

Number of iris in your plantings ___ . ________ --·--·-------·----·-··----

Approximate size of your garden or lot-------------------·--

Special interests (hybridizing, rebloomers, exhibitions, etc.) 

Have you taken Judges Training Course? 

List of offices held in SoCiety 

Chapter·-----------------------·------

Region1 _______________________________ _ 

National ______________ _ 

Date ___________ _ 

Age Group (check one) 

Below 25 yrs. 

25 to 50 yrs. 

51 to 65 yrs. 

Above 65 yrs. 

Above 75 yrs. 

Services you would be willing to render (typing, phoning, speaking, instructing, helping with auctions and sales, 

etc.) 

Special Achievements (awards, introductions, etc.) 

FILL IN THIS FORM, PLEASE! Remove from Book a.nd mail to: 

F. G. Stephenson, Region 4 Membership Chairman, R.F.D. 4, Box 520, Roanoke, Virginia. 





THE MARYDEL CHAPTER 

By Muriel T. Glenn 

The Marydel Chapter of Region 4 of the A.LS. held its or
ganizational meeting at the home of Mrs. James Glenn in Salis
bury, Maryland, on December 3, 1962. At that time, Mrs. Eddie 
Griffith was elected the Chapter Chairman, Mrs. Edward Hill
yer the Chapter Co-chairman and Mrs. Thomas Burklew the 
Program Chairman. 

On January 20, 1963 a covered-dish dinner was held at the 
home of Mrs. Edith Griffith in Federalsburg with twenty in at
tendance. During a brief business meeting Mrs. James Glenn 
was elected the Secretary-Treasurer. 

Mrs. H. Burnam Mace announced that the Dorchester 
Flower Show would be held in Cambridge on May 17th. This 
show will feature iris this year and should be of special interest 
to irisarians on the Eastern Shore of Maryland. 

Since the Marydel Chapter doesn't have a dues structure it 
was decided to hold an iris sale this summer, the time and place 
to be decided on at a future date. 

After the business meeting was adjourned Mrs. Hillyer 
showed a great many very beautiful slides that she had taken 
last summer of Eastern Shore gardens, also some taken at Hut
mire's Garden in Takoma Park, Maryland, and Palette Gardens 
near Quakertown, Pennsylvania. It was a delightful afternoon 
and the warm friendliness and comradeship was enjoyed by each 
and every one. 

The Marydel Chapter is planning a bus trip to Philadelphia 
on March 11th to see the Flower Show. Then, on April 6th, 
there will be a covered-dish luncheon meeting at the home of 
Mrs. Robert Hatcherson in Rock Hall, Maryland. At that time, 
Mrs. Hillyer's daffodils should be in bloom and she has invited 
the members to see them before the meeting, which is scheduled 
for 2 p.m. 
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INVITING You 
By Muriel T. Glenn 

There are many lovely gardens to be seen on the Eastern 
Shore of Maryland. The members of the Marydel Chapter want 
to welcome visitors to see their gardens featuring iris. 

If you are near Chestertown, you will want to visit the 
"Fleur De Lis" Garden of Mrs. Edward Hillyer at Rock Hall. 
Some of the lovely newer iris to be seen there are listed below: 

BELLRINGER GYPSY LULLABY 
BLUE HAVEN HONEY HUE 
BRAVADO HERMOSA HAVEN 
BRILLIANT STAR INDIGLOW 
BRIGHT FORECAST LIME JOY 
CAYENNE CAPERS LUTE SONG 
CELESTIAL GLORY NORTHBROOK 
CLARION CALL POLKA TIME 
COUNTRYSIDE POET'S DREAM 
COURT BALLET PRINCESS ANNE 
DAWN CREST REAL DELIGHT 
DR. BOB REJOICE 
DR.K RIM FIRE 
EDENITE SUN HAVEN 
EMERALD FOUNTAIN TANT ALLON 
FAIRY FABLE VELVET ROBE 
FLUTED HAVEN WAYWARD WIND 
GOLDEN MASTERPIECE 

As you journey down the Peninsula, why not visit Mrs. 
Eddie Griffith's "Hidden Acres" Garden in Federalsburg? She 
has a great many beauties for your viewing pleasure. 

Then, on to Preston, where Mrs. Thomas Burklew is grow
ing about 225 named iris varieties. She says that she added 
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forty-six newer ones to her planting last year. She has a number 
of very special ones which are listed below : 

AMETHYST FLAME 
CAPTAIN GALLANT 
CIBOLA 
ENCHANTED VIOLET 
GARDEN PARTY 
GOLDEN MASTERPIECE 

HONEY HUE 
HOPE DIVINE 
MARILYN C. 
ORCHID JEWEL 
SOFT SHOULDERS 
WHIR OF LACE 

In Mardela Springs, which is on Route SO just a little west 
of Salisbury, you will find that Mrs. Elton Bounds has some 
exciting newer iris to be seen this year as well as very many of 
the more familiar varieties. Her list follows : 

ANTOINETTE MELBREAK 
BRIGADOON MELISSA 
BUTTERSCOTCH KISS MELODRAMA 
CHI CHI NIKE 
DARK FURY PINK ENCHANTMENT 
ENCHANTED VIOLET PINK FULFILLMENT 
FAIR LUZON ROSE HERMOSA 
GLITTERING AMBER SPRING FESTIVAL 
HIGH NOTE STEP FORWARD 
IMMORTAL HOUR SYMPHONY 
KAHILI VALIMAR 
MADAME MOHR VELVET ROBE 

In Salisbury, a most delightful garden is tended by Mrs. 
Millard Reed, 112 Naylor Street. Here you will find, not only 
tall bearded iris but also some tiny ones, as well as many lovely 
azaleas. 

We are looking forward to a gloriously colorful Spring. 
Won't you come and stroll with us through these lovely gardens? 
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NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN 1963 

By Fred G. Stephenson 

Anyone seriously interested in growing iris generally has a 
compulsion to share his joy with others and this joy has a special 
meaning when one succeeds in implanting this "bug" in someone 
else. Just as each of us, as members of A.LS., has found deep 
satisfaction in associating with others of similar interest, each 
should be most eager to bring others to share these same joys. 

I wish I were in possession of a magic formula for securing 
new members. I most surely would pass it on to you. In our 
recent meeting here in Roanoke with Mr. O'Brien, Earl Browder, 
and others we could not come up with any magic process. It has 
been said the best salesman is the satisfied customer. Then we, 
as satisfied "customers" of A.LS., should be in an ideal position 
to "sell" A.LS. to our friends. 

This "selling" is not something we can turn on and off as 
the various contests are announced. This is a year-round task. 
I think the article "Candidly Speaking" found in this issue of 
News Cast presents the idea much more clearly than I could 
hope to do. Jeanie (Mrs. Price) has underlined a number of 
points in her writing. In discussing the .idea with her, I wanted 
to underline some other points. After re-reading, I think the 
whole article should be underlined. The progress of A.I.S. is the 
responsibility of each and every member. 

As hard as I try, I can not come up with any great ideas 
for promotion. Don't offer iris as an inducement. Ask Earl 
about this! Give the members interesting programs. Invite pros
pects. Have more programs all year 'round. Keep interest in 
iris alive 12 months of the year. Attract people who have a last
ing interest in iris. Quantity is not difficult to obtain but quality 
is. Let's take the difficult. 

The details of this year's contest were presented in the J anu
ary News Cast. Dig it out and become familiar with it. We do 
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not, at this time have any plans for special promotion from a 
Regional standpoint. I do feel the Chapters should take up the 
ball and follow the plan that fits best with the people in that 
Chapter. Surely this will result in a great variety of ideas. 

The Blue Ridge Chapter, through the generosity of Rena 
Frantz, is offering a rhizome of a late introduction as an in
centive for the greatest number of memberships in that Chapter. 
This should be a real prize. Can the other Chapters "top" this? 
Put on your "thinking cap" and see what you can come up with. 

Enlistment alone is not enough. We must follow up and 
maintain contact and encourage new members (old members too) 
to participate in the activities of the Society. Each Chapter has 
a great responsibility in maintaining good fellowship in the vari
ous geographical areas. Some of the Chapters have done an out
standing job along this line but others need to take a new and 
searching look at this phase of activity. Let's accept the chal
lenge of eliminating "drop-outs." 

Lots of luck to each of you. I am going to be mighty busy 
trying to work out our new membership plan but I will not be 
too busy to record and handle records of new members. We have 
lots of willing hands here in Roanoke so please let them c'ome on 
in. I just ask for a little time to get away to the Regional meet
ing in West Virginia. Let's all make plans to attend and I'll be 
looking forward to seeing you there. 

Editor's Note: F. G. Stephenson is Membership Chairman for Region 
4. His address is R.F.D. 4, Box 520, Roanoke, Virginia. 
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NEW METHOD OF HANDLING MEMBERSHIPS 

By Fred G. Stephenson 

For some time we out in the Chapters have felt there were 
a great many disadvantages in the present method of handling 
memberships in the American Iris Society. These same disad
vantages also exist in the Region. It is the hope of your Mem
bership Chairman that this new method of handling memberships 
will remedy some of these. Like anything new there will be 
problems that we have not had foresight enough to see but these 
will be dealt with as they arise. Any suggestions or comments 
you may have are welcomed. 

First the delay experienced in getting membership informa-
. tion back to the Chapter level may contribute to the high rate of 
drop-outs we are having. There have been cases where as much 
as a year goes by before the Chapter is aware that someone in 
that area has become a member. This is tragic since that mem
ber has not had the opportunity to become a part of the Chapter 
activities. Mr. Browder so ably points out in the last issue of 
News Cast the necessity of increasing participation. A member 
needs to be drawn into the activities at the time his interest is 
at a peak. Surely this interest is highest at the time of joining 
so we must strike while the iron is hot. This is the very first 
aim of the new plan. 

Next in importance is the fact that memberships expire and 
for months no one in the Chapter is aware of this. Those in the 
Chapter have had no chance to talk with this member about re
newal. No one knows what causes the member not to renew. 
This is another factor that contributes to the drop-out situation. 
Under the new plan the Chapter would be the :first to know what 
the member intended to do. 

All new members look forward to hearing of A.LS. activi
ties, yet lots of events come and go before the Chapter has the 
name and address of this new member. Again the member hear

. ing of these wonders why he as a member was not included. A 



dissatisfied member could be prevented because the Chapter 
would have the most up-to-date membership file. Address files 
would be instantly available at both Regional and Chapter levels. 
Getting out mail should be relatively simple. 

Oh, yes, we know there are other problems but let's see if 
we can't solve these. In looking at the new plan we shall see 
how it works. 

Item No. 1 

All memberships, new or renewal, will be handled by the 
Chapter Membership Chairman. Each Chapter would collect 
and send these fees on to National headquarters. 

Item No. 2 

Each membership application and renewal form will be made 
out in triplicate. The Chapter Membership Chairman would for
ward the original and collected fee to National headquarters. The 
Membership Chairman would retain one copy for the Chapter 
file; the remaining copy would be sent on to the Regional Mem
bership Chairman. This form will be of suitable weight paper to 
enable it to be filed directly in file box without the necessity of · 
paper work. In these busy times this should be appealing. 

Item No. 3 

A complete file containing the names of the members of the 
individual Chapter would be available at all times in the Chapter. 
These forms would be color coded by the use of colored Scotch 
tape tabs to indicate the quarter in which the membership comes 
up for renewal. (Specific instructions and samples of this method 
will be placed in the .hands of the Chapter Membership Chair
men as soon as we get a list of their names). This will act as a 
signal to the Chairman to start contacting these members for 
renewal far enough in advance so that help may be enlisted in 
holding these members in the Society should there be any in
decision on his part. (Here is where sub-chairmen would work). 
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Item No. 4 

A similar file would be maintained by the Regional Member
ship Chairman listing members of all Chapters in the Region. 
In addition it is desired to have an additional record as covered 
in next item. 

Item No. 5 

A record card in the Regional file would carry additional in
formation on the member. This information will be gathered by 
means of a questionnaire which you will find in this issue of 
News Cast. A similar questionnaire will be given all new mem
bers. If this information is desired at Chapter level you may re
quest the information from the Region. We plan to use this in
formation in preparing Regional programs and selecting material 
for News Cast. 

Item No. 6 

From the above it should be seen that an up~to-date mailing 
list consists merely of typing address labels from the file. These 
may be made in carbon to cover several mailings. A Regional 
list may be as easily obtained. 

Problems - Problems? ? ? 

Yes, we would be unrealistic if we predicted a smooth tran
sition from the old system to the new. It is going to take time 
so do not get too discouraged if we take a little long in getting 
it moving as it should. Your Regional Membership Chairman 
has a full-time job at which he must earn a living so each mem
ber is going to have to help. As soon as I have the name of each 
Chapter Membership Chairman I will send you a list of the mem
bers in your Chapter. As soon as the membership forms come 
from the printer I will send a supply on to you. You will then 
prepare these for the present membership. From then on it should 
be simple to maintain. You will be kept informed on members 
that are obtained through National headquarters. The forms will 
be prepared for you. I know other problems will come from time 
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to time and your help and indulgence will be needed. I am sure 
we can count on .each of you. 

You ask, what will we accomplish by all this? First, I am 
sure it would practically eliminate the problems set forth in the 
beginning of this article. More important, I believe, is the fact 
that we could be assured of a closer fellowship with our members 
because almost all would be sure of at least one personal contact 
during the year. It would insure each member being contacted 
by a fellow member in his own area. All this, to me, adds up to 
fewer drop-outs. 

Sure a lot of work is involved but I am sure you will help. 
By the way, how a,bout filling in that questionnaire and putting 
it in the mail today! 

REGION 4 ROBIN NOTES 

By Ralph and Helen Lewis 

Robins 2 and 3 are flying with full lists. It is to he hoped 
that we can get enough more irisarians interested to get another 
one under way soon. 

Our RVP would like rto have a special robin for the young 
folk. This is fine if enough express inte!rest, and if some young 
person will take rthe job of director for it. I am afraid your As
sistant Director of Regional Robins would fail to qualify 1by 
several years. We are most completely in agreement with Ea.'rl 
thait Robin membership is one way of keeping up year-round 
interesrt in iris. 
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CANDIDLY SPEAKING 

By Mrs. Nelson 0. Price, Membership Chairman, Blue Ridge Chapter 

As chairman of membership of the Blue Ridge Chapter, I 
am not reluctant to admit that I will need assistance to fulfill 
this office in the manner to which it has become accustomed. Nor 
am I reluctant to admit that "filling the boots" of Joseph E. 
Lynn, Jr., will be a task and a challenge, as Joe's boots have 
been made of the finest of leathered friends, well heeled in effi
ciency, soled in genuine devotion, polished in character, hand
rubbed in wisdom, laced with untiring efforts, then tied in a 
hard-knot of faithfulness-all beyond reproach and call of duty. 
The records, and the duties he performed, exemplify his great 
efforts in action and are to be commended. 

The Membership Committee is charged with the responsi
bility of building the Society's membership. To better recognize 
and understand the innermost functions of this office, it is neces
sary to clarify the title, MEMBERSHIP, a word not investigated 
often enough to find its true meaning. Webster did not display 
foresight or forethought in his definition, "a state of being a 
member, as of a society,'' nor did he anticipate an abounding so
ciety such as A.LS. that would bring new meaning to his word
age, as "an integral, vital working, part of an organization" and 
interpreted "to belong, activity, qualities and abilities organized 
and evaluated to some work or end" which is IRIS, in this case. 
A MEMBER is a component or constituent part of the society, 
whose qualities and abilities form the working parts and are 
evidenced by the culture and propagation of iris research, exhibi
tion hybridizing, judgeship and a growing interest which meant 
"to come to be, or become" culturally matured through stimula
tion and education in one or more of the channels of activity 
offered by A.LS. The purpose of membership is the purpose of 
the Society, to promote the culture and improvement of IRIS, 
through learned members. To further growth, development, and 
progress. just being interested in iris is not sufficient evidence 
on which to base a membership, it must be alert to the prin-
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ciples and standards of the Society, active in the partaking and 
sharing of the benefits workable, to be productive through ac
complishment, expandable and aggressiveness and will, in order 
to be termed a. growing interest. Membership denotes strength, 
character, skill, and integrity being USED to fulfill the PUR
POSE of organization, making it one to be sought after, and 
SUPERIOR through the qualities therein. 

Members of A.LS. are characterized by selection, in that 
their merits must balance with the standards and principles as 
stipula:ted: they are silently evaluated as to whether they will 
strengthen or weaken the Society; judged, as to activity in other 
organizational work as to leadership, functional progress, and 
reliability; garden or other abilities are studied and compiled; 
aggregate of honorable qualities such as morals, reputation, in
dividuality, and personality are observed and weighed and solici
tation is PROOF that the said member is selecte:ci not only for 
the Society's future strength and progress but for the SUPER
IORITY of that person as an asset in the furthering of our 
purpose. The question often arises as to where members of 
such caliber may be encountered and solicited. The answer is
within each locale there is a wealth of iris interest needing to be 
found, valued, and used, which has never been investigated or 
considered. There are growers of quality seeking an outlet such 
as A.LS. to further their knowledge, whether interest be based 
on hobby, amateur or professional status; there are growers 
who seek our knowledge and guidance through friendship that 
needs to be recognized; growers in other organizations such as 
Garden clubs, who desire our membership but are reluctant to 
make the first move; there are accredited and student judges of 
Flower Show schools who would welcome the furtherance of 
their training and abilities; there are arrangers who seek knowl
edge of exhibition materials as well as horticultural specimen 
data; there is the neighbor and friend who depends on your back
ground in A.I.S. work to develop his garden; perhaps your doc
tor, lawyer, or business associate, who displays interest but is 
overlooked, and there are the beginners in gardening, whose 
empty plots scream for help through want of knowledge. Ask 
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yourself how many of these potential members you have over
looked. A.I.S. members come from every walk of life to be 
united through fellowship and friendship, spurred through the 
culture and improvement of iris. We do not swell our member
ship for the sake of growing numerically, but build strength 
through progressiveness of interest characterized by the potential 
members as well as the established ones. 

A.LS. openly declares and specifies what is desired in and 
of a member, but do we firmly and clearly emphasize the bene
fits we give in return for superior memberships? The reply is 
NO. We are not as finicky in pointing out our benefits as we 
are in our choice of members. The fact that a membership is 
gained !through interest shown in one 1or more of the 'categories 
pertaining to iris must be prevalent at all times, this interest 

· must be kept alive and active through careful haindling and chan
neled into the category best suited to the interest involved, in 
order that it become workable, useable, and valuable. Only 
through this procedure will both the member and the Society 
benefit and failure to do so is exemplified by non-attendance, 
lack of interest and initiative, drop-outs and, finally, loss of or
ganization. Benefits do not cease with the choice of a field in 
which to work, but are combined with that field to create and 
rejuvenate interests, bring harmonious relationships, and to fur
ther knowledge through seminars, other discussion groups, au
thoritative lectures, slides and programs of note, taking place 
in the forms of luncheons, dinners, picnics, and slated or called 
meetings. Robins are the literary phases of A.LS., designed for 
the exchange of knowledge, ideas, data, and deal directly with 
growers from state to state or internationally, giving advanced 
knowledge through experience as well as reactions to growth 
and stamina of iris from area to area which is first hand and 
often sought by leading hybridists and growers in the elimina
tion of time and expense in their attempts for perfection. They 
may be well termed the sounding boards of A.LS., for the work 
and activities engaged in by individual members desiring and 
sharing knowledge which is echoed in the form of a letter the 
world over. 
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Gardens in blooming season bespeak the activity and the 
benefits evident through membership by the beauty unfolded for 
viewing, giving assurance and proof that a member has received 
from A.LS. what he has returned in participation and the end 
result of guiding abilities into channels of interest. Gardens are 
not a climax to a growing interest, activity, or the ceasing of 
benefits, but to dilate the elements involved to such an extent 
that there is constant desire to manifest and excel in all phases 
of A.LS. 

Members often take for granted the benefits and assets that 
should be made most important; namely, the publications of 
national and regional levels that keep one abreast of the aims, 
work, findings, general news and progress; the fact that A.LS. 
is an organization to be sought as an authority of its field at 
the lowest of rates exceeding that of any other horticultural 
society on record; that for the interested, active, and participa
ting member benefits unequaled are his for the taking and the 
initiative to seek; that the society is built on principles with goals 
and standards high but never too high to be achieved through 
continued efforts and concentration in the right direction-on 
the members and their activity through the benefits and assets 
of the American Iris Society. 

IRIS DESCRIPTIONS 

By Dr. Claude J. Davis 

There is a problem which has been with me ever since I 
began hybridizing. This problem was pointed up last year in 
"The Red Special" robin which I direct. Some of the members 
were discussing the good and bad aspects of one of the new 
red irises, CAPTAIN GALLANT. As some saw it, it was a very 
tall, very well branched iris. Others, including myself, saw it as 
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being short and badly branched. One lady was so disgusted with 
it that she disposed of it completely. I was tempted to do the 
same until I remembered seeing the picture of a stalk in the 
A.LS. Bulletin showing it as having a marvelous stalk. I de
cided, rather, to grow CAPTAIN GALLANT in better soil. 
However, had I had a reliable and accurate description of the 
height and branching of CAPTAIN GALLANT, I could have 
used it more intelligently in my breeding program. 

You have all read in iris catalogs such descriptiv·e adjec
tives as "immense," "beautifully formed," "very brilliant," "many 
buds," "excellent branching," and "very tall," and knew that if 
you weren't to let yourself in for a big disappointment that you 
would have to take such descriptions with a grain of salt. There 
are two adages or proverbs which come to my mind as I think 
about the difficulty of getting exact descriptions of irises newly 
placed upon the market. The first of these is "Honesty is the 
best policy," and the second is "The love of money is the root 
of all evil." 

In many instances, I am sure, the originator or catalog 
writer makes an honest effort to g'i.ve an accurate description of 
a seedling. More often than not, however, what he says is colored 
by at least two things. First, he is describing the seedling as it 
grows in its native home. As we all know, our seedlings rarely 
do as well in someone else's garden. Secondly, when writing the 
description of a seedling, he is attempting to sell it for money 
and his judgment is too often affected by this consideration. If 
you doubt the accuracy of these statements, secure an iris cata
log or A.LS. Bulletin which is not less than a decade old and 
read the glowing descriptions of irises you find in them. The 
descriptions then were just as glowing as they are now. Or 
better yet, take a current iris catalog in'to an iris garden and see 
how well you think the catalog description fits the irises you see 
growing there. 

I am of the opinion that our national test gardens can serve 
as a means to the solution of the problem of correct descriptions. 
Th'is statement can be so only if the American Ir.is Society Di-
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rectors return to the original plan for which the test gardens 
were established. This is, to require that all irises eligible for 
A.LS. awards be tested. Unless and until this rule is reestab
lished, I do not expect the test gardens to be worth the effort. 

While in the test gardens, each iris could be measured for 
height, the number of branches and buds counted, the flower size 
could be measured, the bloom season noted, and the flower 
color established. Such information as collected from each test 
garden could then be sent to a central place where an average 
description of each iris could be formulated. These "official" 
descriptions could then be published in the A.LS. Bulletin and 
the records of the A.LS. Registrar could be corrected, if need be, 
before the decennial check list is published. 

I realize that such a plan would require considerable effort 
on somebody's part, but I do not propose to offer any sugges
tions as to how this work might get done in this article. If mem
bers of the American Iris Society are as convinced of its im
portance as I am, then a way will be found to accomplish it. 
Even if we have to hire it done, I estimate that it would cost 
less than ten cents per A.LS. member per year. 

In the meantime, it is my hope that the Society and the 
iris catalog writers will adopt what I call a "branching and buds 
index." Every hybridizer and every purchaser of new irises are 
interested in the number of branches and the number of buds 
on the irises they grow. Therefore, this information should be 
furnished wherever descriptions of irises are given. It is not 
necessary, if a "branches and buds index" is used, to write out 
the description by saying that this iris has three branches plus 
terminal and nine buds. Instead, this could be shortened in the 
check list and in the catalogs to read: "BB 3-9." 

\Ve have kidded ourselves long enough with all these glow
ing and inaccurlate descriptions. It is time we realized that 
accurate communications among hybridizers is important to the 
further development of the iris. 
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Color OF RED IRIS 

By Greig Lapham 

I have been after BRIGHT red iris for many years although 
getting medium and dark shades among my seedlings in perhaps 
as large a proportion as the bright shades. Now I have sort of 
changed my views-for while I still want a bright shade of red, 
I want some medium and rich, also. Results the past season 
sort of settled my efforts for good RED color-!in any range 
of shade. 

I do have a very definite preference for Self color, abso
lutely smooth haft, and a "matching beard." This does not mean 
I'd throw out a fine dark red because it had a blazing orange or 
even yellow beard; but I'd prefer the base be a deep shade with 
a red-brown, say, "topping"-or such a color all the way through 
-so the beard would be inconspicuous. In other words, I like 
a beard that is not too large or vivid to detract from the self 
effect of the color-whatever the shade of the bloom. I liked 
very much this past season the smoothness and slick overall 
appearance of a good many of my seedlings of various shades 
of color .. I really believe that this feature of red iris will have 
to be cons'idered very much by us when we think of red iris in 
the future. 

I h'ad many more iris this past season that looked RED to 
me than ever before. I must admit that this improvement in 
redness may have been in some degree, a:t least, due to self 
colorat'ion and smoothness. It may be I suffered an optical de
lusion and did, as it were, circumvent the problem of RED color 
by using the subterfuge of self color and smoothness. If such 
the case, not only d'id I like what I saw or thought I saw, and 
I noted that several breeders interested in REDS seemed to be 
noting the same color advancement. I'll admit I did no color 
ch1arting this year; with a good season next year, I'll do just 
that carefully. The long, cold winter, the dry spell during bloom
ing season, the blazing days of mid-summer heat may have had 
a favor.able effect. Whether I got as much improvement as I 
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thought last June, will be a matter for further investigation. I 
can say for sure one thing, though: by the use of a repeat use 
of DEFIANCE onto a fine dark season that unfortunately 
softened in heat if it did no't burn-and a seedling of DEFI
ANCE-I did get some fine d'ark reds last year that aid NOT 
burn or soften. THAT was no optical delusion. 

I have been "agin" much purple and bi-color in REDS-but 
this year I saw a bi-color "RED" that I think is worthy of in
troduction not only for its fine iris qualities but because of its 
VERY red falls, and despite its much lighter and purple toned 
standards. AND I got very late in the se'ason a seedling-and 
this seedling is quite likely the one I'll name next year. Large, 
fine form, heavy substance, nice, tall stalk. I'll admit there is 
purple tinting in the self standards of red, a deal of brown tinted 
with red for a smooth haft and the balance of falls very brilliant 
red-medium shade-but one could see traces of purple. The 
resultant combination-a glorious medium red effect. Dark, red
brown beard-some ruffling. 

Editor's Note: See Wilma Vallette's article in this issue, "Color Pos
sibilities in Iris." 

SOME IDLE THOUGHTS ABOUT TALL BEARDED IRIS 

By H. H. Hamed 

I have been asked to do a little article on tall bearded iris 
for the Region 4 News Cast of the American Iris Society. 

The editor told me to choose my own topic, handle it as 
best I could and try to come up with something that might 
be of enough inteTest to justify publication. 
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I feel sure I can add little to what has already been written, 
but will try to give my own ideas as to why I like to grow and 
breed lovely flowers. 

After some thirty-odd years of growing, studying, breeding 
and trying to evaluate these lovely flowers, I find quite a few 
answers to the question, "Why do you grow and breed the iris 
and what do you expect to get from them?" 

To answer this question I must say first that the dedicated 
grower and breeded has to have some objectives in mind, other 
than just a love .of beau'ty and an especial liking for this par
ticufar flower. He will be termed a "nut," "dreamer" and even 
one inclined to let the hobby "ride" him. I confess to all of 
these, in fact feel sure few ,people would fully understand, agree 
or be apjt to follow in my footsteps in this ma't'ter. Nor do I 
believe that the trnly dedicated grower or breeder should actu
ally encourage too many to get so mulch involved. This may 
sound str:ange, when first you read it. But think of it this way: 
are you able and willing to follow this hobby day in and day 
out, week after week, all year long. Would you plan your cross
es in January, February and March when the winds blow and 
the snow is d1rifted deep and there is not a living green thing 
to be seen? Most gardeners wait for the first signs of spring 
before they order their seed, plants and bulhs. The seeds are put 
in pots, fl'ats, cold frames or hotbeds, perhaps a few of the more 
hardy kinds sown directly where they are to grow-and 'then 
you lean back and wait for nature to do the rest of the work. 
You have done your pa:rt, you have planned your garden, you 
have done what you think best to provide fruit, bloom, vegetable 
and beauty-you are a gardener. So be i:t. Thlat is not what I 
deal with in growing tall bearded iris and I shall try to enlighten 
you as to the difference. 

First of all, the average back yard gardener buys, trades for 
or dtherwilse gets a few iris. He grows these, likes them and 
wishes for more and better one's. So he sends for a catalogue, 
answers an ad in a flower or other magazine and begins to think 
in terms of becoming a sort of iris "specialis't." When these 
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better iris come into bloom he is pleased in knowing that he has 
a "collection" of betlter things than does his neighbor or friend. 
Then he gets together with friends, perhaps goes to a flower 
show, a convention or a display garden and really gels his eyes 
opened. "Where did all of these come from, whence such a 
variety of color and form?" and many other questions. Some
times the answers are enough to whet his appeltite, so he begins 
to read and study - colors, trends, genetics, historical back
grounds, and many, many more things about these fall bearded 
beauties. He finds that they can be bred to change and improve 
them, and that they must be hand crossed if they are to really 
be of any value. ' 

Someone teUs him, or shows him what to do and how to 
do it and he becomes an iris breeder. He talk:s abou:t his crosses 
and his crops of seedlings, his "selections" perhap's his "awards," 
his introductionls, etc. He plans his crosses, he decides on his 
objectives, he writes lots of let!ters, even does an article when 
asked to do so by some editor or regional chairman. So he be
comes a true "bug" or "nut" or whatever you choose to call him. 
Then he goes one step further, he becomes a SPECIALIST, 
one who "knows more and more about less 'and less" as I re
cently heard the term defined. 

Now: I am NOT a specialist, even though I must agree to 
the term "bug" or "nut" or "fan." I am just a breeder and 
grower of tall bearded iris, with specific objectives in mind, ·a 
planned program and much support in trying to work it out. I 
plan every month of the year, every day of the month and often 
many hours of the day. May and June are the months of re;aliza
tion, evaluation, frustration and finding ou't what mistakes have 
been ma·de, and perhaps why, .:vs the fast stalk opens, the last 
flower fades and the pods begin to take shape, I am always plan
ning, always looking ahead, trying to decide on new methods, 
new approaches, new varieties to use, new con1tacts 'to make, 
new ga:rdens to visi't, another show or -convention to attend. 

I say I am n'ot a SPECIALIST-I just specialize. I am not 
a very scientifi.'.c hybridizer, raither I think of myself 'as bein~ 
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just an iris breeder, hoping for better things to come, planning 
on change in method and material, or something else to really 
make the game .more enjoyable and worth while. To me it's a 
"fun" game, a hobby, a means of recreation. I 'do accept the 
challenge, the problems to be encountered, the dozens of other 
things that must be done, endured or put up with. I know there 
are those who will laugh at my pfans, my objectives, even my 
methods and my materi.als. They argue that it cannot be done, 
that there is no need for change, or even improvement. But I 
do not get downhearted, dilscouraged or ab.and'on my dreams. 
raither, I go ah~ad in planning, in let'ter writing, in reading, in 
studying. After a busy day in the world of business, I can and 
do relax in the enjoyment of my hobby-iris growing and iris 
breeding. I may never reach the goal or goals but I can, and 
do have a lort of fun trying. Those that scoff at my ideas, even 
my ideals I try to tolerate, unders.tand, enlighten and oftentimes 
overlook or forget. 

Those that would argue that the time, effort and woxk in
volved does not get its proper reward, I say it doe's-when i!t 
comes to the pleasure, the satisfaction and the knowledge that 
I h'ave done what I thought right and whart: I wanted to 'do. 
There are those who will say that they could better use the 
time, the money and do without the work. Agreed-fair rt:hem. 
For me the "game·" is a fun glame, a hobby, an avocation. No 
matter how tired I get, no ma'tter if I have to forego some 
''ithings" thatt this money would buy, I would still do it, in fact, 
I do, in this year 'round program. I do not despair when the 
"one in one hundred" or "orne in one thousand" doe's noit come 
as planned or expec'ted, or hoped for. Rather I try to take sfock, 
try to recap why the plan or pl:ans have failed. Oflten I ask 
others :for advice-and get it too. Sometimes I get slapped 
ddwn, laughed a1t, to1d off or even asked ndt to bother a "busy 
m·an." 

But as a rule the 'truly "busy man" is ithe easiest to ap
proach, the one most likely to inflorm a.rid advise. They do share 
with me, they will share with you if you are sincere, honest and 
go about it in the right way. They will tell you their experiences, 
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their methods, their materials used. They will come to see you, 
they will ask that you come to see them. They will write what 
they Have seen, how they evaluate and why. Do rroit bother 
them unless you have some pertinent questions, some real puzzl
ing situations or something of worth to discuss. Be honest, be 
frank, be constructive and above all try to share as you would 
have them share with you. 

This is my creed as an iris grower and breeder. I do not 
think of myself as an ADVANCED HYBRIDIZER, but simply 
as one who seeks, trie1s for greater beauty, for more graceful and 
worth while tall bearded iris. 

I enjoy company, whether it be the m.osit serious minded 
hybridizer or the child who just likes :flowers, perhaps does not 
know an iris from a dai·sy. And I like to visit, to a'ttend shows, 
judge gardens, to juslt "talk shop." It's a fun game, it's restful, 
it's heal1thy, it gets you out of 1the routine, the rut or the prob
lems of daily living. 

I would not argue with th'ose who just like to grow a few 
"flags" or some assorted iris among 1their other perennials. But 
I never .miss an opportunity to advise someone 'to take up iris 
growing as a hobby. And especially to engage in some breed
in1g. Once they geit into 1the spirit of the game it is no real prob
lem. to "sell" them. on doing some btreeding. And ·once they are 
"sold" .on bree1ding, 1to go a step further and get them. enough 
interested to pl'an their crosses, to have an objective, perh1aps 'to 
join a robin on the subjec.t, even a specific one such as advanced 
hybridizing, The Red Special, etc. There are just as many 'di
rections to go, just as many paths to take as in any oither spec
ialized field, such as colledting sfamps, coins or saving son:· 
sort 6£ frckets. Above all else I would encourage hybridizing, 
wi'th some special objective, ·such as color, form., size, subsitance, 
etc. 

I know that fully 90% of those reading this article fall into 
one of two categories. They ,either have had some of t'he same 
experiences I have described, or they are only inte·re~ted in 
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taking or a:ccepting .things as they are. It 'is to the remaining 
10% thalt it is addressed, those that should be r·eceptive, w.ho 
w'an:t something di:ffierent from wha:t they now have. If ·som!e 
little thought or suggestion O!r question has been ;raised in tihe 
minds of that 'ten per cent i;t has been worth tne' wrfting, and 
reading. Jf you want to know moce or 'do not understand-ask 
que.stions and try to get the right answers. Ask your f.riiend, 
your neighbor, your regional V.P., some big breeder or grower. 
YOU will be amazed at what _you receive, the 'advice, the infor
ma ti'on, the support. 

Go to see the gardens, attend the shows, and if you really 
want to get your eyes opened then plan to see the Centennial 
Garden in West Virginia in 1963, when it is in full bloom. Those 
men and women in Sou'thern West Virginia had a vision, a sin
cere wish to bring together the v~ry best of 'the newest and 
they got them itogethe·r to show the hundreds 1and thousands 
that will he attending the Cen\tennial this spring. Very few 
of these iris were bought. Rather, they were 'collectied and 
brought together as gifts, on loan or because the breeders and 
growers wanited to support this .program. Almost eve1rything 
there 'is right upJto-date, the very finest of the very best. Go 
there :to enjoy real beauty, to study the evolution of :the so-cal1ed 
"ff ag" iris. 

They have spen't counltless hours biringing together this 
fine collecltion, ·planning the right 'type of display ,and now that 
d·ream is about to be realized. Give 'them all the support :they 
deserve, all the little pats on 1the back and you will be gla:d you 
wen't 1.there in 1963. I know it is the best single dollecti.on of 
strict1y modern 'tall bearded iris in the country-done to pro
mote the 'i1Tis for its beauty and real worth. There you iwill 
:find national, regional, state and local iris collectors, breeders 
and growers. Talk to them, ask them questions, 'examine the 
beds and the in<llivi-dual flowers with them. Listen to what they 
say, try to discover why they have come hundreds or even th'ou
sands of mi~es to enjoy and evaluafc.e ·and study these flowers. 
l1t will be an eye-opener, i:t :will be rewarding, it will give a lot 
of pleasure and enjoyment. 
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The years I hav.e spent in collecting, growing and breeding 
tall bearded iris have been rewarding, most pleasant and stimu
lating. So I pass along t'o you, my fello·w member of the A.I.S., 
th~s information, advke anJd suggesltion-if you would really 
enjoy your iris, if you would g.et the ,most :Brom your hobby, ithen 
grow •the biest. Study them, use them and try to improve them 
to the best of your abilrty. 

Ride your 'hobby, but don't let it ride you. You will know 
relaxation, stimulation, real enjoyment. You will get to know 
some of the finest business, professional and just plain gard1eners 
you have evelr come in eiontact with. They will advise, 'support 
and ·assist you, all you ;need to do is ask. But be honest, do your 
part, share as you would he shared with. 

Here in Reg.ion 4 we have some of the finest gardens, many 
of the truly ou'tst'and'ing national men and women in the whole 
United Staities. They have been supp1orted through the Centen
tennial Garden by the largest growers, breeders, fanciers and 
collectors. These men and women will be 'there /this spring. They 
are fun t10 know, they are w.ell informed, they ar.e able and will
ing 'to \advise or just talk wi1th you and me. I plan on being 'there 
-will you? I want tto see the bes't, the new.est, and see them 
grown and displaye'd as ;they should be, as they will be. So, 
hitch up old Dobbin, crank up that old model, give a quack wash 
to your new car and go to the Centennial. Go by bus, by pl'an.e, 
by train or any o'ther way you can get there. Bu't' go, enjoy 
yourself, fraternize and be rewarded by a real iris treat. I'll 
make th'is predic'tion : if you do you will never again call an iris 
a "flag" or laugh a<t someone for being an iris "bug" or "nut." 

Editor's Note: Harold Harned is Chapter Chairman of Western Md. 
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IF You WANT A. I. S. JUDGES AS GARDEN VISITORS 

By Ralph E. Lewis 

Region 4 is fortunate in having a fine group of able and 
hard working judges. All of us, as judges, want to be just as 
useful ito the Region and its members as we can; however, we 
do work for a living, and the length of the iris season is limited, 
so we can do with a little help and understanding. 

First of all, let us know who you are, how to get to your 
garden, and about when you expect new varieties or promising 
seedlings may be in bloom. Mark named varieties clearly; put 
selected seedlings in second year of bloom togethe1r and put your 
selection number (Lewis 6315 for example, is our method of 
denoting tihe 15th iris selected in 1963) where it ·can be seen. We 
can not cast a vote for an HC for "tha1t cute pink in the John Doe 
garden" and have it do any good. Let the judges know if they 
are welcome to come and look whether you are at home or not. 
(This welcome is extended to all A.LS. membei:rs so far as our 
garden is concerned). If you are there do not try to pressure the 
judge, but be sure he or slhe sees the irises you feel are important. 
Show the visiting judge where new seedling beds aire located. It 
is astounding to find how much more you can see in an expert 
layout-say Paul Cook's, with selected beds, display beds, and 
new seedlings grouped well ouit in the field, and this with a mini
mum encroachment on Paul's busy schedule during bloom season. 

Remember !l:hat we, for instance, can get to Greensboro, 
Raleigh, Princeton, N. C., or other gardens within 50 to 70 miles 
of Durham, fairly easily, but that we probably cannot run over 
to the Eastern Shore of Maryland just any evening after five 
o'clock class. In 1other words, gel!: in touch with yoUir local judges 
first. We'll all cover as much ground as we 1can each season. 

Don't feel offended if a judge suggests that you use your 
newest darling in a breeding program raither than advising you 
to introduce it. Again, the judge is trying to ·help. 
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We all regard the job of judging as a serious responsibility; 
while conscious of the honor paid us by selection as judges, we 
are much more concerned with trying to do a real good job of 
judging. Also we are human; we do have what a writer in the 
lasit Newsletter called prejudices. Frankly, I like to feel that, 
at least in a good part, they are standards, resulting from reading 
and study, training, attendance at judges schools and sympo
siums, and above all, years of gairden study of iris, of consulta
tion and discussion with qualified judges (and thi's includes much 
argument), and a·gradual development of a rather definite mental 
picture of what constitutes a good iris. Of course we have special 
interests. Our own is medium and deep blue iris, and we are 
more fussy in our final evaluation of iris in this color class than 
in any other, for we have studied ~t hardest. 

Region 4 has largely pioneered judges schools and training. 
Tlhese courses are of value, not only 1to the person who feels the 
urge to take on this wholly fascinating job of jud'ging, lbut equally 
to the hybridizer who wishes to be able to evaluctJte his own 
seedlings mare critically, and to the grower who just wants to 
get the best new iris possible for •the money spent. 

ERADICATION OF A GARDEN PEST 

ByJ. W. P. 

The month of May brings iris bloom and the opening of 
gardens that fulfill a three-fold purpose; they stimulate and pro
mote cultural skill, develop aesthetic sense and are educational. 
May also brings creatures known as GARDEN PESTS which 
have no purpose and which are not easily exterminated by the 
sp·raying of malathion or the dusting of chlordane, for there are 
laws to protect them. 
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These two-legged creatures camouflage themselves by paint
ing blotches of pink to orange-red on each side of their face, dust
ing1themselves heavily wi,th perfumed talc, outlining their mouths 
wi1th wide bands of color and then spraying themselves lightly 
with scents of flowers to avoid detection. They are as much a 
menace as a horde of locust or a scourge of mustard-seed fungus, 
yet, without realization of ·the damage they can and will do, you 
invite and welcome them to your garden. No garden is immune 
nor will one ever be to their vicious attack. 

At first, the volume of 1bloom, ·the marvelous beauty and per
feotion, simply awe the female of the species; and before her 
visiit is over, you-the garden owner, become awed with her 
tactics and first gnawing, as she simply but firmly states, 
"Thought you had a bigger garden than this. Have you seen 
Mrs. Whatchi MaCallet's? vVell, her beds run this way and are 
better drained." She emphasizes her statement by pointing to 
EDENITE and implies "he.r clump is better-not so low-grow
ing-needs better drainage, my dear." Standing aside you hesi
tate to tell her-"What do you expect of an iris planted late in 
August?" Moving on, swinging between two rows, planted too 
close together a year or so ago and you in tended to move as 
soon as ·they were dormant, she rotates her hips under a bouffant 
skirt topped with a 1boxy jacket lengthened to conform to the 
iris standards, then gives her laundry-bag sized handbag a twitch 
to snap off,the one and only blossom of WHOLE CLOTH. With
out regard comes, "There will be at least three more stalks. Any
how, isn't .the bloom rather small?" Stooping to pkk up the 
bruised blossom she smiles as she says, "You can give me some 
to go with this one, and I'll take them home-hate to pull mine." 

Surging ahead Mrs. Garden Pest cannot see that the garden 
is threaded with paths bricked, paved, and graveled for con
venience and ito lend beauty. Instead, she makes her path through 
the bed as you casually say, "I make all my folks stay on the 
parth," which goes unheeded; and finally you babble, "Stay on 
the walkways!" Again, she is on the path, but do not flatter 
yourself ·that it was through your plea. Iit's rathe.r that she sees 
AMETHYST FLAME planted in a choice spot where i.t will be 
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seen and admired. In mockery of the experts who are really in
terested in iris, she pinches the falls with a firm finger and a 
brisk thumb, "Examining for substance - kinda thin textured, 
too-bet it sunburns," she sitates with a corner on nerve. 

With the •ceasing of hands being wrung, biting of nails 
deepens as she passes on to CHANCES ARE. Luckily, it was 
planted too late to bloom this year; and with a sigh of relief, 
you watch as she attacks with her rear a clump of your choicest 
iris to peer at an old one and demands, "Why didn't this ever 
win a Dykes?" 

Clouds that had threatened all day, mercifully drop their 
contents and with hope born of complete desperation you say, 
"Come onto the porch, and see my potted plants." But Mrs. 
P.est has worn an old dress and shoes with 3 inch heels that can 
take it, and she replies to your invitation, "It's only a shower; 
got to cover the garden." Thoughts of severing this friendship 
are stopped short by her overgrown dog nibbling away at your 
seedling, you had hoped would bloom this year for the first time. 
"What are you doing? Bad dog! You must use bonemeal-I 
can't for Mutt just digs and digs, like he is now." At this point 
you steal a quick kick at the dog who recognizes hostility when 
he sees it; and with gusto he races down a row to crash a clump 
of ARCTIC FLAME and then pauses to lift a leg to ALLEGI
ANCE deepening the grief you felt at the onset of the attack. 
Showers are forgotten with this diversion, and the pest plods on 
and on, up one row, down the other, exclaiming, "They all look 
alike to me. Too many of the same being introduced-can't see 
a bit of difference, except in price-not a one worth over a 
quarter!" 

While figuring out just how long you can take the insults 
and biites of this pest, she interrupits your pondering with large 
holes being made by size 8~ shoes in soil made soft with rain. 
Standing glumly at the edge of the garden and dying a little 
by the latest blossom to hang in shreds, you pacify yourself 
with, "Be thankful for something-she left the kids at home." 
Stopping to wipe her glasses free of moisture she hastens to say, 
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"My dear, I'm expecting some guests that would love going 
through your garden-they have 5 of the dearest children that 
will love your garden and lawn. Gonna bring them over. Now 
if you are ibusy, I'll show them around." "I'm closing my garden 
to visitors," you moan. "Well!" the pest snorts knowing in a 
vague sort of way what you mean, although she sees nothing 
wrong with the way she's been enjoying your garden. "Come, 
Mutt," she yells at the dog. "We told Mrs. So-and-So we'd visit 
her garden today, and she will be hurt if we don't. My dear, she 
has twice as many iris as you have, and her bloom is usually out 
of this world. Must hur.ry as I'd like to check the substance of 
LIME JOY. Why don't you get it?" 

Mrs. Garden Pest slams her car door and starts the motor 
just as the caravan of A.LS. members arrive to tour your garden, 
which has been placed last on the schedule, more or less, as a 
climax to beauty and making up for the smaller gardens of be
ginners bit by the iris bug. With a quick roll of the glass and 
a protruding head filling the opening Mrs. Pest yells, "Nothing 
new here-if you've seen one, you've seen them all. Do you 
know Mrs. So-and-So? Well, she has •bigger, newer and much 
better iris in her garden-no borer or disease-garden never gets 
muddy, hope you have on old shoes!" 

Only an owner of an iris garden opened for visitors knows 
the labors involved, so that, they too may enjoy the garden as 
you do; but all you can think of is "if laws were more lenient, 
the eradication of Mrs. Garden Pest would not be with such a 
mild spray of malathion or the light haze of chlordane but with 
a 100% solution of 2-4-d applied direct." 

(By permission of Popular Gardening) 
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IRIS WINS BATTLE WITH NATURE 

By Roberta McMullin 

I have just returned from one of the most interesting ex
periences I have ever had. And when I say experiences I mean it. 

Jim Aultz, of Huntington, West Virginia, Editor of the 
Southern West Virginia Chapter, Region 4, A.LS. NEWS, and 
I have been discussing iris and our iris newspapers for some time. 
After printing a recent issue of the NEWS for him, in which he 
told of an invitation to speak for the Winter meeting of the 
Northern West Virginia Chapter, February 9th, he graciously 
extended his and Dr. Davis' invitation to include me, if I could 
go. Mr. Browder would be driving and they would be glad to 
stop in Parkersburg and get me. At the last minute Mrs. Brow
der felt she could not make the trip, but imbued with iris in
terest as I am, I was very anxious to attend the meeting. 

The week previous to this date was one of the loveliest, 
weatherwise. If it would only hold we should have a pleasant 
journey. But, you guessed it! Nature ruled it otherwise. After 
coming from St. Albans and stopping for me, (and incidentally, 
eating a bite of lunch-no pie for Jim), what should greet our 
eyes upon starting out again-SNO\V !-very lightly at .first, but 
as we continued east we would first run out of it and then into 
it, faster and <thicker. By the time we reached Grafton, and the 
"point of no return" (as they say) the roads were very bad, but 
we went on, bravely. 

From Grafton to Morgantown, a matter of about 27 miles, 
we were an hour and a half, a large part of which we spent on 
one hill. We could see 1the brow of the hill, but we were afraid 
we might not reach it. When Earl had backed, for the third 
time, onto the berm, where we could get some traction, I de
dded we needed some EXTRA HELP. I can rememlber once 
before such an acute need for prayer. We didn't fly up, but we 
did make it slowly, tires squealing all the way. 

Needless to say Earl was still shaky when we reached J e:ff's 
and then Mont Chateau, where the rest of the members were 
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waiting patiently for the speakers of the evening. It was sur
prising to note the distances covered by some, in this weather, 
to attend this meeting. One young couple came from Union
town, Pennsylvania, where they also had plenty of snow. Mr. 
and Mrs Harold Harned traveled by bus from Oakland, Mary
land, to be there. A more hospitable group you will work hard 
to find. 

After a delightful banquet, Jeff called the meeting to order 
and introduced yours truly, editor of CEE-CEE-EN, Central 
Chapter Newsletter and Jim Aultz, editor of the NEWS, news
letter of Southern Chapter, who spoke on "What Region 4 Means 
to Me." He dwelled not on the geographical breakdown, nor 
any grouping of national membership, but on the fact that Re
gion 4 was made up of such typically warm, friendly people 
as Carey E. Quinn, District of Columbia; Anna Hauck and Har
old Harned of Maryland, Frances Brown, Rena Frantz, Dick 
Meagher and Fred Stephenson of Virginia. Down North Caro
lina way are Claude O'Brien, Frank Sherrill and Fannie Stadler, 
more lovely iris "people." 

Southern West Virginia includes Earl T. Browder, Bill 
Kelley, Ernie Poff to name a few; Central Chapter brings to 
mind Jennie McCracken and Roberta McMullin. Then up North 
to find more lovely friends in Jeff Davis and his crew. He con
cludes, "You should readily see Region 4 means a lot to me." 

Then our RVP, Earl T. Browder, was in·troduced and he 
spoke on many things; "Why Be an A.LS. Member"-"What 
the American Iris Society Means and Does for All of Us." He'd 
like, sometime, to hear a rebuttal on "Why Not an A.LS. Mem
ber." He then went on to discuss the great work in getting the 
Centennial Iris Garden ready for its debut at the Regional meet
ing this May. He told of all the hopes and heartaches which 
went into its preparation and the great amount of time and work 
given to it by such people as Harold Harned, Bill Kelley, Jim 
Aultz, and many others. 

The commercial growers, contacted by Harold Harned, re
sponded magnificently, some with outright gifts, and others with 
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such a price reduction as to place most of the latest and choicest 
iris introductions in the Centennial Garden. Earl concluded his 
talk with the invitation (with apologies) "To come to us in iris 
time, in iris time, in iris time; Come to us in iris time, it's not 
so very far from home." 

Harold Harned then gave his impressions of the Centennial 
Iris Garden. In his opinion, with a little bit of luck and a lot 
of help the Centennial Garden could rightly become another 
"Presby Gardens." He knows that all of Maryland's irisarians 
plans to attend the Regional meeting in force. 

Such an inspiration as these grand irisarians impart made 
this delightful meeting well worth any battles with nature to 
attend. It is one I'm sure I will never forget. My profound 
thanks go out to all who made it poss~ble. 

REPORT OF NOMINATING COMMITTEE 

Your Nominating Committee for Region 4, A.LS., proposes 
the following officers for the next biennium: 

Regional Vice President, Earl T. Browder, · 

Assistant Regional Vice President, Mrs. Rena Frantz. 

Realizing that there will be many that will be unable to 
attend the Regional meeting, we have arranged for you to vote 
by mailing your ballot to John Wilson, 3401 Rockingham Road, 
Greensboro, N. C. You may vote for the committee's nominees, 
or you may vote a "write-in" for any member of Region 4 that 
you choose. The important thing is to express your preference 
by voting by mail if you can't make the meeting in Charleston, 
West Virginia. 

John Wilson 

Frank Sherrill 

Nominating Committee 
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RE. SALEM WITCH AND SIBERIAN IRIS HYBRIDIZING 

By Jim Aultz 

SALEM WITCH, a new Siberian iris, has what appears to 
us to be a most intriguing color. When we requested a little 
more information about it than a colored snapshot revealed, 
Dorothy (Mrs. Foster) Spoffard, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts, 
hybridizer of Siberians who introduced this iris in 1962, sent us 
her own impression of SALEM WITCH. This description of 
the iris, together with her comments on hybridizing, should be of 
particular interest to those who are working with Siberian iris. 

"Regarding your inquiry a:bout which of the TB plicatas 
SALEM WITCH most nearly resembles, I should say-PORT 
WINE. The coloring is nearly the same. Of course the stand
ards of S W were solid purple without the plicata effect which 
in the falls is due to the extremely large pure white blaze. 
YANKEE TRADER has a blaze of this type also, but the 
prominent veining all through it makes it less of a plicata. 

Mrs. Spoffard continues: "I can remember and perhaps you 
can also when the early TB's were no where near as colorful as 
they are today. I'm sure that eventually the Siberians will fol
low the same course. 

"I understand that many reports have been received of TB 
and Siberian crosses. What has resulted, I don't know. I also 
feel that if this is a possibility perhaps some work should be 
done on crossing diploid TB's with Siberians or even using the 
medians and dwarfs. You see, I have a theory (just a theory) 
that a cross with two iris that have nearly the same chromosome 
count will ·be more successful than that with widely diverse 
counts," Mrs. Spoffard states. 

"Last spring I crossed the dwarf bearded THE BRIDE and 
ELEANOR ROOSEVELT successfully. THE BRIDE has a 
count of 43; ER-42. Many people asked me how I managed to 
make E R work as a pollen parent, or in any other way. I 
never realized it was such a remarkable event as all that. Even 
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as 'happenstance' it will bear watching and looking for an ex
planation for the occurrence. Only by explaining what makes 
certain crosses 'tick' can one approach a working method. Is it 
preferable to have the larger count in the pod parent?" Mrs. 
Spoffard asks in conclusion. 

IRIS) MY FAVORITE FLOWER 

By Esther Summers 

In early spring one of the first tasks that can be accom
plished to satisfy that urge to work in the garden is the cleaning 
of the iris bed. What other flower offers the thrills that are 
yours when the fans come away in your hands leaving only a 
soggy, rotting mass of rhizome in the ground. After digging 
the clump, careful surgery and complete sterilization usually al
low me to save most of my inexpensive and older varieties, a few 
of the moderately priced ones and absolutely none of my newer 
expensive ones, that are so affected. I feel bad albout losing them, 
but as the problem of space limits the number of iris I can grow, 
my sorrow at my loss is somewhat offset by my joy at this op
portunity to put in some newer and different varieties. 

During blooming season the flowers nod gently, to and fro, 
in the strong gusty winds that are so much a part of the iris 
blooming time. The rain and hail spot and tear the blossoms 
into many attractive and fascinating forms. The huge blossoms 
and the slender graceful stems allow many of the flowers to arch 
over so that their beauty can be observed by all who take the 
trouble to go through my garden on their hands and knees. 

But it is as a cut flower that the iris comes into its own. 
Such purity of line and form, such lavish display of color. Truly, 
the iris is the queen of flowers and a bouquet of iris prominently 
displayed does something for a room. Its effect in the room is 
to remove that room for use in any of its primary purposes. If 
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the iris are placed on a table, the blossoms are up and out of 
sight, and with any lower placement, the widely spread branches 
create a traffic hazard. I have found a satisfactory solution re
sulting from placing the bouquet on a low footstool in the center 
of the room where beauty can be <Ybserved by all who pass by 
the barricaded door or who look through the window. 

The time that must be spent the next morning to make the 
bouquet presentable by removing the day old and shriveled blos
soms is a real joy to the iris lover. The bare and partly denuded 
stalks present an excellent opportunity to study the structure 
and branching of the plant. 

To anyone interested in growing iris, there is a wealth of 
cultural instructions available. Most authorities agree, but to 
find what they agree upon requires careful study and research. 
Some say, "plant your iris so that tops of the rhizomes are ex
posed to the sun," other authorities advocate planting twelve or 
more inches deep and letting .the rhizome work its way to the 
surface. By searching and inquiring, you can find authority for 
planting at any depth you wish between these two extremes. 

It is the same with fertilization. Some say, "fertilize your 
-iris heavily," others say, ''lightly," and still others say "abso
Jutely no fertilizer on iris," "feed them milk,'' "feed them tea,'' 
"feed them coffee," and so it goes. "Pamper your iris, iris thriv.e 
on neglect, irrigate iris, keep .iris dry, iris like acid soil, iris need 
lime, 2ut your iris back after bloom, don't cut your iris back." 
'Aimost anything on the culture of iiis can be answered eitl).er 
~~aY, . . . . . .. .. .. . 

Fortunately, iris are very adaptable, and no matter what 
:you do or don't do. or whose advice you follow, you are almost 
certain of·having some very beautiful flowers. In fact, some iris 
are so dependable that practically the only way you can .be de
privefi' of their bloom is to dig them up, haul them off or gather 
'your belo~gings together and move away, leaving them behind. 

To an iris lover, the big event in the flower world is the 
·flower show. After weeks of tense expectancy, the big morning 
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arrives. In fine humor and with high hopes I go to the garden 
to select my best specimens. Now the problem is transportation. 
This would be a simple matter if it weren't necessary to take the 
iris along. After struggling impatiently and unsuccessfully to get 
a tall, well branched specimen through the narrow car door, my 
good humor has worn rather thin. I proceed to cut the stalks 
shorter as I realize that only those with pick-up or panel trucks 
or those with more patience than I have ever have much hope to 
display these taller beauties. 

Reprinted from "Cee-Cee-En," Central West Virginia Newsletter. 

Editor's Note: Esther Summers is Mrs. J. L. Summers of Rt. 5, 
Box 215, Parkersburg, W. Va. 

FRAGRANT IRISES 

Mrs. Peter R Drummond, Holly Tree Farm, Sparks, Maryland 

I have had many letters (though not nearly enough!) in 
reply to my plea for the names of fragrant irises. I hope for many 
more names and many letters. As of now I have the following 
to offer. you : .. . . 

· Proved to be fragrant by sniffing: ALLADINS WISH, 
ALINE, BAY STATE, AZURE HAVEN (clove}, BLUE 
PARAKEET, BRUNHILDE; CONQUEROR, E. B .. WIL
LIAMSON, HIGH TOR, JOAN CRAWFORD, MT. HER
MON, SNOW. FLURRY, SNOW GODDESS, SO SWEET, 
STORM WARNING, SYLVIA MURRAY and THE MAD 
HATTER. 

Now I have a list of fifty-two that are said to be fragrant by 
various catalogs and want to list them. But fragrance is a know
so quality-so we'll just confine our list to the ones we know 
are fragrant. 
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I am indebted to our RVP, Mr. Browder, and to Mrs. Nannie 
Paquet, Helen M. Lewis, Mrs. Lucien Berry, Ivan H. Rich
mond, Mrs. Anne C. Allen, Lydia Davidson and Mrs. N. Row
land Van Dexter for my lists so far. 

Won't more of you join in the fun and send me names of 
irises you know to be fragrant? I am still hunting, and think an 
entire garden of lovely fragrant irises would be not alone a joy 
to behold, but also a joy for their fragrance. For example I just 
have to acquire a rhizome of AZURE HAVEN. The odor of 
cloves I Think of that I 

Surely if enough of us talk about it long enough our hy
bridizers will really work in earnest to give us our flower with 
a pleasing fragrance. 

MASSACHUSETTS HYBRIDIZER'S LETTER ON 

REGION 4 IRIS MATTERS 

By Mrs. Foster Spoffard 

" ... the Region 4 bulletins ... were extremely informative 
and I enjoyed looking through them very much. 

I was particularly interested in the letter to Mrs. Paquet 
from Donald Mitchell (page 21, July issue) especially that sec
tion dealing with the dearth of modern iris in the public gardens 
of the Nation's Capitol. As it happens, I have just returned from 
a school of politics dealing with National agencies and what they 
do. I was intrigued to learn that the landscaping around the 
public buildings in Washington is under the jurisdiction of the 
Capitol architect who has offices in the Capitol building. 

I am sure it would be a great service to the A.LS. as well 
as the general public if some of your good people in that area 
would contact that office and see to it that the obsolescent varie-
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ties were replaced by something worthwhile and that the varie
ties were suitably tagged so that the many thousands who visit 
our Capitol would know what to look for when planning their 
own gardens.* It is only natural that most of our work would 
have to be viewed by people capable of evaluating our efforts. 
But once it is so evaluated, we really should make the effort 
to have it displayed for the general public to appreciate and to 
buy. 

It is criminal to class modern iris with varieties prevalent 
thirty and forty years ago ,but that is just what is happening 
everywhere. Even the big estates in this area have only the 
small flowered (diploid) strappy petalled varieties of the past 
in their gardens. 

I was much interested in your :financial set-up. This Region 
has only one branch affiliate (the Connecticut Iris Society) -
guess we should try for more of these affiliates. Actually, I won
der perhaps if a group which covers a more limited area than a 
whole Region might perhaps not be of greater interest to its 
members (being a local affair) than the more cumbersome Re
gion itself. 

I have been quite amazed by the interest shown for the 
Siberian SALEM WITCH. Many people have written me from 
all over the ·country about it. 

* Earl T. Browder informed us that this matter is in the hands of a 
Chesapeake and Potomac Chapter committee. 

Editor's Note: Mrs. Foster (Dorothy) Spofford, who lives at 19 
Everett Street, Beverly Farms, Massachusetts, is a prominent member of 
the A.LS. in her Region, and of the Siberian Iris Society. She has intro
duced the Siberian iris SALEM WITCH, recently, as well as other iris. 
Part of her letter, originally sent to a resident of Region 4, is reprinted 
here with her permission. 
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BRIZENDINE IRIS GARDENS 

2214 Maryland Ave. 

Topeka, Kansas 

February13, 1963 

Dear Mrs. Paquet; 
It was sure nice to hear from you again. I made a bone

head-when your letter arrived I set it to one side to answer 
right away but got tied up and it got mixed up with the others, 
and thus never answered, till I began clearing out a few days ago. 

It is too late to give you anything for your article for the 
January Bulletin, even if I had something. It is really tough to 
get things for articles anyway. I have been asked to write sev
eral, and just have not had the time with the other things I have 
had. 

So sorry that you did not get to the convention. I really 
mean it. There were at least 1,000 new 1961-62 and those to .be 
named in 1963. Writer.s just seem to write about those that they 
have heard of more than the new ones. 

Since your time is past for the article, I will just enclose 
our last year's list of new introductions from here. We will 
introduce PINK TORCH this year, for it is the parent of the 
new line of very deep pinks with bright red beards. Am intro
ducing it more for breeders, for it is quite potent for pinks. I 
cut the stalks off of the pink amoenas for the convention so that 
they could not see them, for they are still not the form I want, 
although we do have the true pink amoenas with pure white 
standards. 

JET BLACK was the best seller after the convention for 
us in the 1962s for it was so large, tall and a long bloomer. CIN
NAMON HEART sold out first day of the convention. 

Sincerely, 

Roy B. 
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A DIRECTORY OF REGION 4 HYBRIDIZERS 

By Roberta McMul!in and Jim Aultz 

Have you thousands of iris seedlings in your home garden, 
or just a few special ones that you wish some A.LS. judge 
would examine, even though your address is a bit off the beaten 
track? Are you convinced, as most hybridizers are, that there's 
a potential Dyk~s Medal winner blooming outside your door 
... "if someone who knows could only pass judgment on it?" 
In either case, this article is for you. 

Two newsletter editors in Central and Southern West Vir
ginia Chapters, (whose names appear above), came to an almost 
simultaneous decision that March issues might well be devoted 
to Region 4 hybridizers. Early "feelers" in this direction brought 
some interesting replies. 

Former Regional Vice President, Claude C. O'Brien, Sr., 
now a member of the Board of Directors of the American Iris 
Society, believed Mrs. Ralph Lewis had written up something 
about iris registrations, but didn't remember whether it was 
for the Region or for the North Carolina Iris Society. Mr. O'Brien 
furnished names of several hybridizers in his state, some familiar 
to us, some not. Among these, active in recent years, were 
Harold Alexander, Mrs. Paquet, Robert Shoffner, Mrs. S. E. 
Powell, and Mrs. Claude C. (Naomi) O'Brien. Three hybridizers 
of earlier periods were J. Marion Shull, Charles E. F. Ger-sdoff 
and a Mr. Walker. Claude concluded: "Wish we did have a full 
list of iris registered from Region 4, just for the record." Per
sonally, we are so fond of both Mr. and Mrs. O'Brien that this 
was almost a command. 

A reply from the Lewises, Helen and Ralph, arrived prompt
ly. Her article had been written for a fall issue of the North 
Carolina Iris Society in 1955. She did not have a copy of it at 
hand, but would send it later. She did enclose some of her 
notes, with the suggestion that compiling information for such 
an article might take more time than we had formerly antici
pated. Ralph suggested that we ask, in the next News Cast, 
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for notes from all the "pollen daubers," with full information 
on how to .reach your gardens, so that our much criticized 
judges can indeed know that you do hybridize, and just where 
to find your garden. 

So the idea of a DIRECTORY OF REGION 4 HYBRID
IZERS was born. We may also publish, in our chapter news
letters, a small part of the information made available to us. 
It is our hope that, when the Directory is completed, mimeo
graph copies may be made available to Region 4 judges, as 
well as to those who have contributed the material included. 

All members of A.LS. in Region 4 have been mailed forms 
for the information we need. If you have not already received 
a copy, please send us the following information: 

Your full name Mr. 

Mrs. 

Miss 

Complete address, with simple directions how to find your 
garden (if this is apt to prove at all difficult). 

Indicate the expected period of bloom time for your immedi
ate area (as this will vary a great deal throughout the Region). 

Check in proper space: 

I have ------ seedlings. 
!how many) 

I have introduced and/or registered the following iris: 
(Give names, dates, and other pertinent information. Use 

reverse side of sheet if necessary.) 

Mail to: 
Mrs. Roberta McMullin 
2507 Broad Street 
Parkersburg, W. Va. 

OR 
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